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Students Seek Out Corporate Donations
New GUSA Initiative Will Help Fund Student Activities
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would enable corporations to make
tax-deductible donations to student
organizations, making it much more
likely thata corporation would invest
inthe university.
“Things look very promising,” said
Palmese.
The proposal calls for the creation
of the Georgetown Funding Commis-

' permanent members, including the
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sion, which would provide students

with greater fiscal autonomy and the
chancetosolicitoutsidefinancial support, according to Corsell. The proposed bylaws of the GFC have been
reviewed by Dean of Students James
A. Donahue and Director of Student
Programs Mary Kay Schneider,
Palmese said.
According to Schneider, the GFC
has enormous potential.
:
“[Theprogram]isachallenging one,
butifthe students are diligent, they can
accomplish much,” she said.
At present, the majority of student
organizationsreceive fundingonly from
the university’s annual budget. On
average, organizations at Georgetown
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cording tothe Report on Student Life
published last May by several students. The report says that George-
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An initiative to provide Georgetown clubs with corporate funding is
onthe verge of administrative approval,
according to GUSA President Ron
Palmese (MSB
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By J.P. HornBECK
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chair, respectively.

SOURCE: REPORT ON STUDENT LIFE, May 11, 1999

According to Corsell, each of the
commission’smembers willhave input

onalistoffunding priorities. “The main
question is, “What would we fund if
there were more money available?”
he said. Individual students will also be
ablé&to submitideas, though most studentsuggestions will firstbe submitted
tothe organizations represented onthe
GFC, and then forwarded to the board.

One possibility for use of the funds
isto sponsor concerts similar to those
held by the Georgetown Program
Board, Corsell said, but plans are not

yetdefinite.
After the priority list is complete,

GFCmembers willbeginsoliciting funds
from corporations. Corsell’s goalisto
raise $10,000 by Oct. 11 and $50,000
by the end of the 1999-2000 academic year. “It’s hard to say [how
much we canraise], but we would like

to be very optimistic,” he said.
In order to strengthenits efforts, the
GFC has formed a partnership with
the Corporate and Foundation Relations department of Georgetown’s
Office of Alumni and University Relations. The department oversees the
university’sinstitutional advancement
programs, which helpraise funds for

the school.
Susan K. Githens, assistant director
of OAUR, will provide advice to GFC

members and teach a workshop for
student fund-raisers.
“Ithink the proposalis exciting,” she
said. “[At OAUR,] we don’t always
havethetimetohelpeach student project
since we look for such big goals ... I
also thinkit’s going to help in terms of
funding for student programs.”
Githens identified her role in the
GEC as one of “clearance”; she will

coordinate the fund-raising efforts of
See GFC, p. 7

Got More Cars than a Beach Got Sand
Tim LLEWELLYN/THE Hoya

Starting this year, Hoya’s has a whole new look.

Hoya’s Bar Gets Facelift;
Familiar Look Is Gone
Changes Made to Compete with M Street
By Tim HAGGERTY
Hoya STAFF WRITER

In an effort to compete with similar establishments on M Street and Wisconsin Avenue, Hoya’s underwentrenovations this summer, focusing on comfortable furniture and a

more decorative presentation.
The changes come after a series of focus
groups this spring and summer in which students, university and medical staff and administrators shared opinions on the ways Hoya’s
could be improved, said Jeannie Quirk, di-

rector of food and beverage for the Conference Center at Leavey Center.
Repeatedly, members of the groups voiced
complaints about the tall tables and bar stools,
Quirk said.

“We needed a new look. The furnishings
were very dated and uncomfortable,” said

Quirk who is hoping that the new furnishings,
including standard-height tables and chairs,
booths and carpeting, will draw customers to
the Leavey Center restaurant.
The changes did not end with atmosphere,
however. The menu has been revised as well.
A variety of appetizers, such as buffalo wings,
“Hoya Skins,” and jalepeno peppers are
available for light dining and sirloin steak or
pasta dinners are available for full meals.
Soups, salads and sandwiches round out the
menu.
Along with the furnishings and the menu,
the hours of Hoya’s have changed slightly.
Last year, the space was open during lunchtime as a designated smoking area. This year,
the space is used for overflow seating from
the Faculty Club, a restaurant previously
named The Bistro, which is open until 2:30
p.m. Hoya’sis open from 4 p.m. to midnight;

smoking is permitted when the restaurant is
open, but only at the bar area.
According to Pat Roane, a server at
Hoya’s and the Faculty Club, customers

approve of the new atmosphere. “Faculty
members talk about the food and students
tell me that they enjoyed themselves. Really,
Ihaven’theard anyone complain,” he said.
However, Roane said that the majority of
the customers have been parents and staff
members.
“It’s up to the students whether Hoya’s is
a popular spot or not,” Quirk said. “We
have tried to make it a comfortable restaurant that offers bar drinks.”
Prior to this year, Hoya’s was a bar that
served alcoholic beverages and was a place
where students of age went to listen to
music, and spend time with their friends.
Several incidents at the end of the year,
including one involving a thrown beer bottle
that hit a student in the face, resulted inaban

of students under age 21 from the popular
student bartender nights and other studentsponsored events.
IDs will continue to be checked during
student-sponsored

events.

However,

Hoya’s will continue to promote student
programs. Even during times when studentsponsored events are not taking place, all
students are welcome, Quirk said.

With happy hour specials and the acceptance of munch money, Quirk said she thinks
Hoya’s is doing everything it can to draw
students.

In addition to the changes that are already
in place, a new sound system as well as a
state-of-the-art jukebox are scheduled to
be installed soon.

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE Hoya

The Village C parking lot was filled this weekend with cars from first-year students moving in.

New Fiber-Optics Wiring Installed on Campus
By ANDREAS ANDREA
SPECIAL TO THE HOYA

Following a successful pilot program in New
South lastyear, University Information Services has
introduced anew cabling infrastructure providing
cable television, improved telephone service and

Internet access to individual rooms in New South,
Alumni Square, Nevils and Village A, according to
the Office of Information Services.
Thenew systemincludes fiber-optic cabling, with
the potential to operate 100 times faster than the
copper wiring connecting all the other university
buildings to the Internet. Fiber-optic cabling can
transmit data at 1,000 megabytes per second, while
copper wiring transmits at 10 mbps. However, even

though the new infrastructure is all in fiber-optic

mer,” Hassler said.

wiring, students in those dorms will not see faster

The cableinterfaces will be given to students free
of charge, though Hassler said students may be
required to pay a deposit on the cables, which will

Internetconnections until the entire network is using
fiber-optics, according to Richard Kogut, the chief
information technology architect for UIS. He
wouldn’tspecify how much the project cost.
Though most of the major work was completed
over the summer, the fiber optic system requires

special external cables that will be distributed Sept.
30, according to Ardoth Hassler, vice president of
UIS. Once the cables are obtained the project will
be complete.
“We are missing a cable interface to go between
the Ethernet card in the student’s PC and the fiber in
the wall, and because this technology is so new they
only started manufacturing these cables this sum-

INSIDE

have to be returned at the end of the year.

While the new system will currently handle the
same amount of mbps as the copper wires, the
delivery will be “switched,” Kogut said.
“Switched connections ensure privacy, as all data
goes directly between the desktop and the network
switch, and cannot be intercepted by other computers, asisthe case withthe traditional shared Ethernet,”
according to Kogut.
Students who already have Ethernet cards installed in their PCs will be able to use the cards to
See WIRING, ». 7
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* Alison Banks and Tim Haggerty

take an

in-depth look at pizza. See THe Guipk, page 4-5G.

*Men’s soccer team looks to make it back to
the NCAA Tournament. See Sports, page 12.

Andy Amend

reviews Thursday’s Bruce

Springsteen concert at the MCI Center. See THe GuiDE,
pagei1G.
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Stop Passing the Buck
Once again, U.S. News & World Report has
published its annual college rankings, and once
again, Georgetown has founditselfin the prestigious
Top 25. But with its slip to the 23rd spot, the
university findsitself dangerously close to falling out
of thatdistinguished group. Traditionally, Georgetown
hasarguedthatU.S. News statistics are flawed and that
U.S. News treats the college ranking process like an
Associated Press college football poll. Whether or not
thisis true, therankings reveal some disturbing trends
in education at Georgetown.
In the “2000 College Rankings,” Georgetown
was shown to have a miserable faculty resource
rating, 56th in the country. In response, Assistant
Director for Public Affairs Amy

DeMaria

schools in the Top 25 to be given an academic
reputation rating below a4.0 (Georgetownreceived
a3.9). The academicreputation statistic is compiled
from survey results from admissions deans, pro-

vosts and university presidents from peer schools,
on a scale from one to five (the highest). Even our
peers don’t think too highly of us. Why should they?
How can the university expect to maintain credibility within the academic community when
Georgetown continues to teach chemistry classes in
67-year-old facilities? (“Alumnus Donates $5 Million,” THE Hoya, Aug. 27, page 1) How can
Georgetown maintain credibility whenitis spending
a mere $46,500 per student while the top school
spends over four times as much at $192,000?
Oneissue thathas been addressed, however, and
for which the administration does deserve applause,
is the size of the endowment and the Third Century
Campaign’s efforts to increase it. Unfortunately,
this is not enough.
:
Students coming to Georgetown continue to be
among the bestin the world; as DeMaria said, the 10thlowestacceptanceratinginthe country trulyis ‘“‘amazing.” Itisalsonoteworthy that Georgetownis tied with
Cornell for the sixth-highest overall six-year graduation rate, at 91 percent. Georgetown is even ranked
sixth for the number of Rhodes scholars since 1996.

said,

“This doesn’t mean we have poor faculty resources.” (“Georgetown Ranked 23rd by U.S.
News,” THE Hoya, Aug. 27, page 1)
Meanwhile, 55 schools can brag that their faculty
ranked higher than Georgetown’s. The faculty resources category includes such factors as faculty
compensation, class size and student/faculty ratio.
The easy excuse has always been to blame alumni
giving. But Georgetown needstoquitignoring theissue
and look atthe facts. The 10-to-1 student/faculty ratio
is more than triple that of the top-ranked school, Cal
Tech, which boasts a full-time faculty member on
campus for every three students. Similarly, only two
schools (University of Virginia and Notre Dame)
ranked higher than Georgetown and had a lower
percentage of classes with fewer than 50 students.
Moreover, Georgetown was one of only two

With such a strong student body, itis obvious that

students and students-to-be continue té&¢have faith
in Georgetown. Itis time that Georgetown begins to
show that it respects those accomplishments by
providing the resources its students truly deserve.

Textbooks: Capitalism.com?
dropping prices and competitive practices. Eventhe
GU bookstore has initiated new tactics now that
competition has broadened.

Georgetown University has been invaded.
Not by Martians or bureaucrats, and we don’t
even mean by freshmen. The campus is dripping
with full-time and student employees of online
bookstore companies. Whether they are kids in tshirts working for varsitybooks.com or people in
strange yellow construction suits forbigwords.com,
they all want one thing: your money for books.
This barrage of book-buying options puts pressure on the Georgetown bookstore, traditionally the
only feasible option for purchasing textbooks. No
longer are students forced to deal with long lines at
the bookstore. No longer are students forced to
leave their bags behind upon entrance. In fact, this
year, a re-designed bookstore has no room for

According to Jim Kuhlman, director of GU
Bookstores, prices have not gone down, but more

emphasis has been placed on keeping used books in
the bookstore, something online bookstores do not
offer. Used books, 25 percent off the retail price,
are alsoselectively offered with a 50-percentbuyback
guarantee, something Kuhlman calls a “rental plan.”
Anew line system has replaced waiting inindividual
lines for each cashier.
The bookstore offers identical pricing to its online
counterpart, eFollett — the corporate giant of the
e-bookstore choices, which represents hundreds of
stores. Kuhlman says the bookstore takes e-commerce and e-competition very seriously, and certainly its practices reflect a response to this new
threat. The bookstore may finally get part of its act
together now that students have the freedom to take
their money somewhere else.

personal effects, and students have to leave their

backpacks in the hallway. This new system puts our
bags in the middle of the Leavey Center for anyone
with slippery fingers to walk away with. If you are
the least bit upset with bookstore practices, you
now have a bevy of options. Use them.
Varsitybooks.com, the only such company on
campus last year, and new arrival bigwords.com are
the two most prevalent electronic bookstores at
Georgetown this fall, but the competition does not
end

there.

These

sites,

along

with

Meanwhile, if you don’t want to deal with the

bookstore, and if saving some money is worth
waiting a few days for your books to arrive, shop
online. Hell, go to the bookstore, get a printout for
your classes and turn around to your dorm room if
you want. Just don’t bring that new J. Crew
backpack if you ever want to see it again.

e-campus,

textbooks.com and others, make e-commerce in
the textbook industry a collegiate war-zone with
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(Your Name Here)
If the Price is Right

In Memory of a Roommate and Friend:
Maura Murphy, 1978-1999

James Di Liberto, Jr.

Christy Kingham

OR THE RECORD, THIS IS NO LONGER THE JAMES DiI LLIBERTO VIEWPOINT: IT’S THE

Tostitos James Di Liberto viewpoint. Sure, Tostitos normally only
sponsors large events, like the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl (which sounds like a
huge receptacle for salsa), but it also aims for a smaller targets. With tuition going
up, the endowment stagnant and corporate America on one huge Domino’s sugar
high, I decided to go along with the people from Frito-Lay and sell the name of
my piece.
Hey, is this so hard to believe? Up until last fall, we had a Georgetown School
of Business. A few million dollars changed hands, and now we have the
McDonough School of Business. It’s not as if anyone noticed.
So, I say let’s start selling the campus brick by brick. Trash the one-card plan
and make it a Pepsi One card (or, as they call it in Europe, a Pepsi Max card). Sony
already endows a slew of science courses, so how about selling a whole damn
building — the Playstation Reiss Science Center. You know, right next to the
Burger King Leavey Center,
Major League Baseball had its Ballantine Blasts. Georgetown basketball can
have its JVC Jams.
Of course, we have to be careful in selecting our corporate sponsors. They must
mesh well with the character of the university. We wouldn’t want the Budweiser
Intercultural Center or the Sheik Theology department.
How would we deal with an offer from Ted Turner to buy the Walsh School
of Foreign Service? He has lots of cash and likes to spend it on international
organizations like the United Nations. But he has more than a few questionable political leanings. And he’d probably convert the Walsh building to
Technicolor.
We don’t need to auction off just the big buildings and schools. There are
tons of smaller things around campus that are just itching for a corporate
moniker.
Like the Drudgereport.com edition of THE Hoya.
Or the B'nai B’rith statue of the Madonna on the DuPont Copley Lawn.
But then, signing such deals with corporate America would help shore-up
the Viagra Medical Center’s fiscal problems, help the Citibank Endowment
stay afloat and free the Staples Georgetown University President Leo J.
O’Donovan, S.J., from much of his fundraising duties. Still, it could cause
problems.
The Microsoft Georgetown College may try to impose its standards on the
other schools on the Hilltop.
The AOL 4-HOYA line may be busy.
The Abercrombie & Fitch Library would be fully stocked with clothing
catalogues featuring topless men.
And the Nike School of Nursing would make its students work long hours
without adequate wages or grades.
And these, mind you, are companies that would make their payments.
Georgetown is still suffering from the bounced checks of the Pan Am GUTS
service.
Georgetown held out until now to sell off the name of the big enchilada — the
name of the whole Hilltop. The university wanted to wait for something special,
and I think they should go for it.
But don’t think that because Disney and Georgetown have a few close ties that
we’ll become Disney Georgetown University. Harvard is at Disney’s Level. Yale
is at Disney’s level. We're just a hair below that.
So welcome to the UPN Georgetown University.
James Di Liberto, Jr. is a contributing editor for THE Hoya and a senior in
the College.

S MANY OF YOU MAY KNOW, A GEORGETOWN
student passed away this summer (See
“Student Dies of Undetected Heart Problem,”
page 7). Her name was Maura Murphy, and she
was going to be a senior in the McDonough
School of Business. Maura had just spent the
semester abroad in Madrid, Spain, with many
other Georgetown students. Maura was an intern
in New York this summer and was living in the
New York University dorms. It was there that she
passed away unexpectedly, in her sleep. Her
death was natural, and the doctor at the hospital
she was brought to informed us that she died
without pain.
Maura had a unique personality. She en-

joyed life with unlimited enthusiasm, and her presence was felt wherever she was. She was a prankster and loved a good time, but most of all, she was
an unconditional friend to many of us at Georgetown. Pieces of her will be carried with us in ways
that we may never even realize. When she passed
away, there was not only shock, but also anger at
the fact that someone so young could just be gone.
After a long summer, returning to Georgetown is a
relief, because Maura’s Georgetown family can be
back together. It is hard to understand how life is still
in motion as it always seemed to be. But it is the
unpredictability of our lives, wherever they may turn,
or even end, that should make us appreciate life and
live as passionately as we can.
One of the most comforting things this summer
was when so many Georgetown students came

together in Philadelphia
People

flew

in from

for Maura’s

funeral.

all over the country

to be

together with Maura’s family and friends. This
sense of family that emanates from Georgetown
students is something to not only recognize, but
to embrace.

We have another chance to pull together here
on campus. There will be a memorial service in late
September. There will be information posted on
campus and in THE Hoya. Everyone is welcome at
this service, and your presence would be greatly
appreciated. I would like to thank Kevin Wildes,
S.J., and Brendan Hurley, S.J., for helping my
roommates and me, not only with the service, but
also with our return to campus.
Christy Kingham is a senior in the College.

Taking All of the Fun(ds) Out of GUSA

its representatives on the GFC. No,
GUSA cannot raise its own money to
distribute. No, the GFC board members

nothing that GUSA can do to stop this
once Dean of Students James A.
Donahue signs the GFC constitution
early next week.
The history of GUSA’s relationship
with funding is boring and complex.
Suffice to say that it once had control
over student money. It no longer does,
for many good reasons. Money and
politics in the hands of students can
lead to acting without discretion. Additionally, when funding was controlled
by GUSA, campus groups had a tendency to elect their own leaders to
student government, so that they would
return triumphantly bearing gifts of
funding. (Yes, I know we're all shocked
to hear that pork-barrel politics exists
even on college campuses.)
At first glance, it looks like the GFC
could be susceptible to this problem,
with the added bonus that its board
members do not even have to be elected
by the general student population and
are therefore accountable to no one
other than their own clubs.
But, the potential problems with the
day-to-day operation of the GFC are
not really my focus. More to the point
is that the body that supposedly represents student interests will, upon the

GUSA in its role as representatives of
the student body. I say “chosen” because, without money to distribute,
there is very little that causes students
to want to support their government
and thus almost no reason for the administration to listen to it.
The GFC has the potential to reduce
GUSA to a body whose sole power lies
in appointments to various boards on
campus. Once student groups recognize that there is actually someone on
campus that they can turn to for help,
they will forsake and attack GUSA with
even more ferocity than has become
standard for a disillusioned student
body. For GUSA, the danger of the GFC
is
not
disillusionment,
but
reillusionment.
Students might begin to believe

are not negotiable.

creation of the GFC, lose its final shred

that it is possible for their own little

Jon Yeatman
HE MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT
Leadership Reform Group
should take note. Without anyone even noticing, GUSA President
Ron Palmese (MSB ’00), with the help

of Benny

Adler (MSB

Corsell (SES

’00) and Pete

’00), are on the verge of

reinventing the student power
ture

at Georgetown.

They

have

strucpro-

posed that corporate funds, raised by.
students, be allocated through a new
organization to be called the Georgetown Funding Commission. This group
will be comprised of the leaders of nine
of Georgetown’s various student clubs
and organizations.
Upon hearing this at Wednesday
night’s GUSA meeting, many of the
representatives blinked as our little remaining power went rushing out the
open doors of the MBNA Career Center conference room. Some asked questions of Adler in an effort to understand
just how little say we, as GUSA representatives have over this organization
and its actions. No, GUSA cannot have

And,

no, there

is

of legitimacy. For, as is commonly
known, with money comes power.
As long as student funding has been
controlled by the GUS A-appointed Student Activities Commission, GUSA

it-

self has had minimal competition for
power. Because SAC commissioners
represent the interests of clubs and
organizations that they are not members of, the university administration
has chosen to continue to encourage

club to put on events, to organize
charity drives and yes, even to take
on the administration. This comes
with freedom. As long as student
groups receive money from the university, they dare not bite the hand
that feeds them. However, once they
are eating on their own, they will
realize that they can bite at anything
they damn well please. And maybe
that is how it should be.
A student government is not, contrary to popular belief, established by a
constitution. It is established by the
support of students. GUSA has very
little support, and the GFC is wielding
a blade that could bring students en
masse. Is that bad? I don’t know. The
potential for mismanagement and abuse
of power is present. As is the potential
for an incredibly effective student organization, the likes of which have not
been seen on Georgetown’s campus
since The Yard. The only thing that is
certain is that the potential for massive
changes to Georgetown’s power structure are at the door and no one even
seems to realize it.

Jon Yeatman is a GUSA senior class
representative and a student in the
McDonough School of Business.

O Georgetown, My Georgetown
VERYBODY WANTS A PIECE OF GEORGETOWN. THIS SUMmer, a local promotion company advertised an event
at the Grog and Tankard “in beautiful and convenient
upper Georgetown,” which is not really Georgetown at all.
The Grog and Tankard lies in the more pedestrian Cleveland
Park and, according

to the promotional

door to the Austin Grill, Busara,

e-mail,

sits “next

JP’s and other great

restaurants...”

Great restaurants? Anybody familiar with JP’s knows the
only “meal” there is a lap dance.
I can understand the power of the Georgetown name. After
World War II, D.C.’s young movers and shakers moved here
because of Georgetown’s hand-in-hand seclusion and elegance. John F. Kennedy ruled the "hood then, holding press
conferences from his front doorstep during his presidential
campaign. Take a walk past Wisconsin Avenue and you’ll
still see the old Georgetown, the four-floor townhouses and
recessed mansions.

Some locals think they still live in this Georgetown, but
they haven’t woken up to the fact that Georgetown and its
environs are a half-baked egg. You need only stroll M Street
on a Saturday night to see a bouillabaisse of tough guys
discussing their probation sentences and budding Johnny
Rottens at Johnny Rocket’s. Rogue muggers strike every
week or so.

Which all makes the student population look quite
palatable. But local activists take it out on Hoyas with an
attitude that can only be described thusly: Not In My
Back Yard.

They have told us we can’t park on the street and tried
to protest the legality of housing more than three unrelated people in the same house. For the past three years,
former Advisory Neighborhood Commission member
Westy Byrd and current ANC Commissioner Barbara
Zartman have tried to keep students from voting in local
elections.

This kind of NIMBY

stinginess pervades both George-

town and Burleith activists. This summer, one local resident

age the university to build a “Pentagon-style” project.
And, in a letter to “The Georgetown Current,” activist
Guy Gwynne bemoaned the high student population in
his “family” neighborhood.
Wait a second. Students live in Burleith, don’t they?
That makes Burleith a family and student neighborhood. Burleith is what it is, nothing more. Residents
who disagree don’t understand what it means to live in
a city.
Cities have their problems. The neighborhood buckles
weekly under the pressure of house parties that spill out
onto the street or the minority of redrunkulous Hoyas
who kick trash cans and scream incessantly on the way
back from bars. But the bottom line is that most students
are only mildly noisy. Most residents are only mildly
cranky. My block of 35th Street is heavily populated by
students, yet you can walk around at night without
hearing a thing.
The real neighborhood disparity lies not in noise,
but in aesthetics. My neighbors have a forest green
Jag in their driveway. My housemates tool around in
a red Safeway cart. As poor as we are, though, our*
residency rights are rather simple. We’ve got the lease
to prove it.
And we’re not leaving. Georgetown’s new residence
hall project will give every student the guarantee of fouryear housing. But I can also guarantee you that students
will keep their neighborhood houses. I love my Spartan
35th Street living. I’d take it any day. I have people over
all the time. I talk to my neighbors. And I’m not apologizing to Zartman for living there.
For those who would make the neighborhood their
own, without respect for their fellow residents, there
is no solution. Zartman will steam any time a student

3

Jeffrey DeMartino

casts

a vote,

and

those

who

treat

trash

cans

like

timpani at 2 a.m. will get slapped with fines. That’s
alright with me. These blustery forces will not change
the composition of my neighborhood: rich and poor,
young and old, drunk and sober, studying and working. A real Georgetown.

decided to pass out fliers decrying Georgetown’s proposed
traffic light at Canal Road, which, she wrote, would encour-

|

Campus Opinion:
Jello Wrestling.
Brian Zuanich, SFS ’02

If you could create your own
NSO event, what would it be?

Jeffrey DeMartino is a senior in the College.

Compiled by Gillian Burgess

Slip & Sliding down the hill.
Tim Hanson, COL 03

Sumo Wrestling.
Jessica Herrington, COL ’03
Chris Staten, MSB ’03

A night tour of D.C.
Megan Matre, SES 01
Diana Keller, SFS ’01

Walk around John Carroll the same
number of times as your year of
graduation.
Jenelle Dennis, SFS *00
Hildrith England, SFS’00
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“They had over 4,000 schools to choose from, and they
chose this one,” Sample said. “They chose us because USC
has done the best job in relating to the community, making
the community a part of this university and making the
university a part of the community.”
Editors of The Best College for You selected USC as the
college of the year because of its ability to implement
programs that other colleges seek to emulate. USC's tradition of serving the community was noted as being one of
the oldest and most intense programs at a university.
A panel of experts chose this year’s theme, service
learning, to see how universities and colleges applied
classroom theories to the real world through public service.

© Professors Report Technology
Is Their No. 1 Source of Stress

“[The administration] used to say that USC was a private

university with a public mission,” Jackson said. “That’s
how USC first looked at itself.”
At least half of USC students volunteer for class and for
fun. Time highlighted some of the various community outreach projects both inside and outside the classroom in which
they participate. One of the largest programs is the Joint

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, Aug. 31 — The pressure
of keeping up with technology has become the No. 1
source of stress for professors, surpassing the traditional
race to research and publish, according to a new national
survey of university faculty.
The survey, conducted by the University of California at

ille, Fla.

Los Angeles’ Higher Education Research Institute, reports
that two-thirds of faculty say “keeping up with information

technology” has been stressful over the past two years. Among
women, the technology race was the fourth most frequently
cited source of stress (74 percent). Among men, it ranked fifth
(64 percent). For both men and women, technology surpassed

the stresses of publishing (50 percent), teaching load (62
percent) and the promotion process (46 percent).
“[The result] was higher than expected. We didn’t think

it would be higher than
survey’s director. “[The
challenges [professors]
The survey solicited
33,000 faculty members

publishing,” said Linda Sax, the
survey] definitely addresses the
are facing.”
answers by mail from more than
at 378 two- and four-year colleges

and universities nationwide in the fall and winter of 1998-

1999. UF was not part of the survey’s audience.
The survey also found that 36 percent of faculty place or
collect course assignments

on the Internet.

UF professor Dr. Steve Dorman, who puts his health
science education courses’ syllabi online, said the stress of
technology comes from the added time professors must put
in to use technology

programs.

Dorman and 38 percent of the participants use technology like Microsoft PowerPoint to create lectures.
The survey also found that age and technology stress

rose together. Among faculty who are 45 or older, more
than two-thirds were stressed with keeping up with technology, compared with less than half of the faculty who
are younger than 35.
Professors under 35 used e-mail 27 percent more than

those over 65. Professors over 65 also used the Internet for
research 24 percent less than faculty under 35.
Nearly nine in 10 faculty members agreed that “student use
of computers enhances their learning.” UF's freshman computer
requirement has produced students who are not only technology-adept, but want professors to meet their new computer

needs, Dorman said. Incoming freshmen, starting the summer of
1998, were required to have access to and on-going use of a

computer. The exact requirements vary by each college.
But while Sax admits students are more technology-savvy

than most professors, she said the effects of a mandatory computer
requirement are still out.
;
“I don’t think we know the answer to that. There are a lot of
assumptions out there about each student’s use of the computer,”
she said. “There is no guarantee that everyone will know how to
use it.”
—Matthew Boedy, Zudependent Florida Alligator

® More Minorities Take SATS,
But Scores Remain Stagnant
WASHINGTON, D.C., Aug. 31 — Minority participation in the
Scholastic Aptitude Test increased dramatically over the last 10
years, but average scores on the college entrance exam experienced
little change, the College Board announced Tuesday.
The percentage of minorities taking the SAT jumped by
nearly a third in the last decade and minorities accounted for
33 percent of the 2 million students that took the exam from
the high school graduating class of 1999. Minorities’ test
scores remained stagnant or dropped in most cases and still fall
well below the average for all college-bound seniors, said
College Board President Gaston Caperton.
“[The

SAT]

describes

what currently exists and unfortu-

nately what exists is an education system where people of
different races and economic backgrounds are not getting the
same opportunities,” Caperton said. “We need to correct
inequities that exist in the system. One of the advantages of the
SAT data is that it gives us clear and unbiased figures to help
us analyze these problems.”
SAT scores among Mexican Americans and other Hispanics
fell over the last decade, although Gretchen Rigol, College Board
vice president of special projects, said the drop is due to the
tremendous increase in test-takers in those two populations.
All college-bound seniors averaged a total score of 1,016 in
1999 but Mexican-Americans and Hispanics averaged about

100 points lower. African Americans scored an average of 856.
The average for all students decreased one point since last year
and increased 10 points since 1989. Half a million more students
took the test this year compared to a decade earlier. The average
SAT verbal score was 505, and the math average was 511.
Caperton, who recently took over the College Board, announced the start of a national learning program designed to help
students to improve academic achievement in school and on the
SAT. The College Board plans to provide opportunities for Webbased discussions among students, teachers and experts about
SAT questions with the goal of improving overall student competency and helping students identify areas for improvement.
In addition, new materials and information kits will be
circulated to students, parents, faculty and college officials
to help explain what student test scores mean and how to put
them in perspective.
—U-Wire (D.C. Bureau)

© ‘College of the Year’ Revealed
In Popular College Guide Book
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Aug. 31
Acclaimed for its extensive community involvement and
outreach programs, University of Southern California was

chosen as the College of the Year in the Time/Princeton
Review college guidebook, which hit newsstands last
week.

“I brag about our programs all the time. I can honestly say
that our programs are second to none,” said Michael Jackson,
vice-president of Student Affairs.
“It’s extremely exciting to all of us who have been working
under President Steven B. Sample’s leadership to interact
with the community,” he said.
Sample spoke at a celebration in Hahn Plaza on Monday,
announcing USC’s honor.

Educational Project, in which USC students volunteer at local

schools to teach classes and tutor local students.
“A lot of the [general education] classes, like Writing 140
and the Social Issues classes, have JEP available, or they try
to bring issues in the neighborhood into class,” said Cory
Nakauchi, a sophomore majoring in business administration.
“Everyone I know that’s done JEP loved it.”
Interaction with the surrounding community is nothing
new at USC. JEP has existed for more than 20 years and the
past decade has seen an intense focus on helping the
surrounding neighborhood.
One of Sample’s projects has been to work closely with
local schools to raise academic standards and improve the
safety of the area.
“As a parent, I was concerned about the neighborhood;
but here’s an award that they got for good community
involvement,”

said parent Bob Unell. “It’s comforting to

know that USC has great relations with the neighborhood.
It breaks down the myth.”
“The timing is perfect. Here we are moving my son in,
wondering if we made the right decision, and this ranking
just reinforces it.” he said.
“ It’s about time that USC received recognition for its
service,” said Michelle Blanchette, coordinator for the Volunteer Center.

Another endeavor that Time praised was the Neighborhood Academic Initiative. Local students are chosen for the
program in the sixth grade and sign contracts agreeing to take
extensive English and math courses at USC, attend tutoring
sessions and follow a strict dress code.
After graduating from high school, the Academy members receive a full scholarship to USC if they meet university standards.
“It shows the willingness of USC to focus energy
and resources and excite students about volunteering
and remain engaged,” Jackson said. “Many of our
students come to USC already involved in community
service.”
But while USC may no longer be seen as “the University
of Spoiled Children,” campus officials say the university
must work even harder to maintain the image as “the
University of Serving the Community.”
Taba, Daily Trojan
— Compiled from the University Wire
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Wanna win d Hummer?
See our website for details. Deadline for online entry is 10/15/99. Mail-in entries must be postmarked by 10/15/99. No purchase necessary. Must be at least 18 years old and a licensed driver in state of residence. Void where prohibited. For Official Rules, mail a self-addressed stamped envelope to: The
eCampus.com Wanna Win a Hummer? Rules, c/o Marden-Kane Dept RF, 36 Maple Place, Manhasset, NY 11030. Requests received after 10/31/99 will not be fulfilled.
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As part of the NSO festivities, students passed Life Savers to each other on a stick in their mouths.
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Inthestory “Alumnus Donates
$5 Million for New Science Center, Economics Chair,” onthe front
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applications.
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Student Job Fair
will be set up

LSWA
9139

locations:

Tues

Thur

9/7

9/9

+ Sun
9/12

Tues
9/14

6:30pm

7pm

2pm

7pm

Thur

9/16
7pm

Sun
9/19

Tues
9/21

2pm

7pm

Thur

9/23
7pm

Sun
9/26

9/28

2pm

7pm

Tues

Call today to enroll!

"[ believe in Christianity as believe that the
sun has risen, not only because I see it, but
because by it I see everything else."
-C.S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory

The Anglican Parish of}
Christ the King
TTS, Geng (10) 08410

Don't worry if you miss the Job Fair. Apply in

person at Library Administration, Fifth Floor,

Red Square: Sept. 9, Noon-2pm

Lauinger Library, M-F, 9am-5pm.

Library

is

an

Ecgual

Opportunity

Sunday, 11:00 a.m. -Holy Eucharist
Thursday, 6:30 p.m. Holy Eucharist

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com / AOL keyword: Kaplan

Georgetovwn
University
Library |
STUDENT
JOB
FAIR
University

Classes are starting NOW!
' Prep for the October 2 LSAT at Georgetown University.

Lauinger & Leavey:
Sept. 1, Noon-2pm
Sept. 3, 11am-1pm
Sept. 7, Noon-2pm
Sept. 8, Noon-2pm

Cheorgaeicaovwn

gets you in.

Potomac.

Put off writing that stupid term paper.
There's a microfilm reader you can consider

in three

Correction

learning.

Rediscover the alphabet and its many
Unearth
Lauinger's other five floors.

Tables

Get the score that

Traditional Episcopal Faith & Worship

*LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admissions Council.
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Student Dies of Undetected Heart Problem
formed the ceremony.

Maura Murphy (MSB 00), a finance
majorin the McDonough School of Business, died suddenly in hersleep June 22 in
a New York University dormitory room
where she was staying in for the summer.
The cause of Murphy ’s death was heart
arrhythmia, a heart condition that was not
discovered until she died. Investigators in
New York City said that there was no

evidence of foul play or drugs.
Murphy, who was 20 years old, was
spending the summer working for Morgan
Stanley Dean Witter, a Wall Streetinvestmentbanking firm. She had justcompleted
a year of study abroad, taking classes at
the Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
Murphy was found unconscious in her
bed by her roommate around 9:30 p.m.
June 22, according to her obituary in the
Philadelphia Inquirer. When her roommate was unable to wake her up, Murphy
was taken to Cabrini Hospital where she
was pronounced dead.
Several members of the Georgetown
COURTESY OF CHRISTY KINGHAM

Initiative to Benefit Student Activities
GFC, From p. 1

By KAREN TRAVERS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Maura Murphy (MSB '00) died in New York this summer.
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community gathered ata funeral Mass at
Our Mother of Good Counsel Church in
Bryn Mawr, Pa., a suburb of Philadelphia.

Georgetown’s Kevin Wildes, S.J., per-

the GFC and OA UR

to avoid possible conflicts of

“Maura was a wonderful person with a

interest, suchas the GFC and OAUR both soliciting

wonderful sense of humorand a wonderful
love of life and other people,” Wildes said.
“One of the things was the number of

the same corporation for donations. The OAUR will
continue to solicit corporate donations for the university asa whole, while the GFC donations will be
used specifically for student programming.
Though the GFC’s bylaws and constitution have
been provisionally approved, formal approval by
Donahue is required before the commission can

Georgetown people who were ather Mass
that came from all over. She had wonder-

ful friends.”
“All of Maura’s friends got together [in
New York] the Thursday before she died

begin its work. Corsell said he expects a final
decision from theuniversity’s administration withina
week. Adler is “highly confident” of the GFC’s
approval. The finalround of discussions between the
program’s founders, Githens, Donahue and
Schneider, has been scheduled for sometime next
week.
“The program is a mark of change in terms of
student fundraising. It could make a world of

difference for studentactivities,” Adler said.

and had a wonderful time,” said Christy
Kingham (COL ’00), one of Murphy’s

Residence Halls Wired for Cable, Internet

roommates at Georgetown. “She was com-

WIRING, From bp. 1

pletely happy right up until she died.”
At Georgetown, Murphy participated
ina tutoring program for students in Washington, D.C., and also served as a congressional intern. Murphy, who was minoring in Spanish, spent last semester in

Madrid, Spain, where she traveled and
worked at the Prado Museum.
Murphy, who grew up in Haverford, Pa.,
graduated from Episcopal Academyin 1996,
where she played varsity lacrosse and was
captain of the school cross-country team.
A memorial service for Murphy at Georgetown is planned at a time yet to be
determined within the next month. Wildes
and Murphy’s family and friends are planning the service.

connectto the fiber-optic network. Kogut said there
are nonew system requirements and students with
Ethernet cards should have no problems with the
fiber-optic system.
According to Kogut, Georgetown is one of the
first users of the fiber-optic connectors and trans-

ceivers, known as MT-RJ products. MT-RJ jacks

look similar
to the telephone jacks already installed
in dorm rooins and are just as easy to connect.
Hassler said that the copper wiring currently in
otherdorms will be sufficient for another 10 years, so

the faster fiber-optic system will not be used universally across campus any time in the near future.
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Keltner Named Nursing School Dean
.

committee composed of representatives
from the Main Campus, the Medical Cen-

By Keavney KLEIN
Hoya STAFF WRITER

ter and the graduate and undergraduate

Bette Rusk Keltner, who was appointed
the dean of the School of Nursing last
month, is anything but ordinary. She has

practiced as a public health nurse for many
years and has spent 20 of her last 30 years
intherealm of academia.
Keltner, a Cherokee Indian and anative
of northern California, is the president of
the National Alaska Native American Indian Nurses Association. According to
Keltner, the associationis an “organization

that supports nurses of that ethnicity and
promotes the well-being of people of Alaskan or American Indian heritage.”

student bodies. Keltner replaced Judith
Baigis who served asinterim dean lastyear
following Elaine Larson’s retirement.
Keltner has practiced as a public health

nurse and a hospital staff nurse both nationally andinternationally. She has also served
on the faculty of numerous colleges and
universities, including California State College, the University of Texas and the University of Wyoming. At California State,
Keltner was an associate professor of nursingand served asinterim associate dean of
graduate studies and research. She has

developmental disabilities among
underserved populations.
As a Cherokee Indian, Keltner says she
recognizes first-hand the significance of culturalissues and culture-specific nursing prac-

tices. Whileall studentsinthe Nursing School
take classes such as “Culture, Computers
and Caring in Nursing,” in which they are

taughttobeinclusiveand open-mindedtoall
cultural backgrounds, traditions and cus-

toms, Keltner said that there are always
“many opportunities tomakeenhancements
and to ensure that all students benefit from
theknowledge we already have.”
Associate Professor of Nursing and
University Chaplain Lisa Zuccarelli said

been widely published in academic journals across the nation.
Before coming to Georgetown, Keltner

that Keltner’s “opening faculty address for

ing. She recognizes that the value of a

promoting good health forall people.”

served for two years as vice president
ofMedical and Health Services at Honda
of America Manufacturing, alarge company of over 13,000 employees and over

She also said that she will continue to
emphasizetheimportance of community servicethatshesaidis already suchanimportant
aspectofthe School of Nursing curriculum.
Keltner said that she has had an enjoy-

Honda, she took an aggressive approach
to preventing injury by becoming familiar
with the functionality of the cars, which
included learning how to assemble a V-6

able, albeit hectic, first few weeks on the

engine, she said.

Hilltop. She called the weekend of New
Student Orientation “fabulous” and said,
“It was nice to see a weekend of such fun
and activity culminate in the New Student
Convocation” which took place Sunday
morning. Keltner also said she is eager to
meetthe studentsinall levels of the nursing
school.
Keltner was appointed dean by a search

During a recent class session, Keltner
joked, “A common misperception about
nurses is that we all wear caps. Well, upto
a month ago I was wearing a cap of sorts
... ahard hat.”
Keltner said that she has taken part in

Keltner said that her hopes for the year
included “a collective step by the School of
Nursing faculty toward further excellence
and innovation; and I wantto participatein

articulating how we can become leaders in

45,000

covered

members.

While

with

the continuous improvement of the program was both inspirational and challengGeorgetown educationrests in the scholar-

ship ofits faculty and the academic progress
ofits students.”
“Icanalready tell that Dean Keltner will
continue the tradition of excellence established during the school’s 95-year history,”
Zucharelliadded.
Keltnersaid she anticipates a great year
and is happy to be at Georgetown.
“[Georgetown] has a greatlocation, point
ofinfluence, and the standards of academic
and intellectual excellence that are important to bring to the table,” Keltner said.
“Georgetown’s Jesuit values are embedded in the knowledge of our faculty, and

many special projects and has conducted

these values will give purpose and meaning

numerous studies throughoutheryearsasa

to the work of our students and the motiva-

nurse, concentrating on family health and

tion to continue doing challenging tasks.”
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U. of Virginia Ropes in Hurd
Something

Old, Something

Something

Grey,

New,

Something

Ex-Sports Info Director Leaves for Job in Charlottesville, Va.

Blue

By KAREN TRAVERS

of the national, local and campus media.
At Virginia, Hurd’s main responsibilities will be swimming, softball and volleyball as well as handling press
box duties for the Cavaliers football team.
“I’m from a small town in Connecticut, so this is perfect

Hoya Starr WRITER

A Hoya Senior

This past August Georgetown Director of Sports Information Bill Hurd stepped down from his position at
Georgetown to take a new job at the University of Virginia. Hurd’s new title is Assistant Director of Athletic
Media Relations.
Hurd came to Georgetown’
as the assistant director of
Sports Information in July 1990. At that time, his main
responsibilities were helping with men’s basketball and

Disorientation

soccer, baseball and women]s

The Celebration Begins with the

basketball. In August

down

Roast and Toast to the Senior Class
On Sept. 7from 5-7pm in the Quadrangle

not

too

small,

not

too

big,”

Hurd

said.

in religious history.

1991,

In the meantime, Hurd said that he will still be checking

up on the Hoyas from a distance.
“Every now and then, I get on the web and take a peek
to see what they’re doing,” Hurd said. “My experience
at Georgetown was tremendous, being able to work with
a number of great coaches and athletes. That’s what I'll
miss about working at Georgetown — those coaches and
athletes.”

bas-

The Office of Sports Information at Georgetown is
responsible for all media relations for the Georgetown
athletic department. Sports Information provides statistics and information for all of the Hoya sports teams and
arranges interviews with coaches and players for members

Hosted by the President, Provost and the Deans

—

the Potomac in northern Virginia while his wife, Nicole,
lived in Charlottesville, Va., as she pursued her doctorate

Hurd was promoted to his most recent position of director
where he handled men’s soccer, football, women’s
ketball, and men’s lacrosse.

here

“Plus, I get to live with my wife.”
Hurd, who married in May 1997, has been living across

FieLb Hockey
Movie Night with
st.

The Vitamin and Cultural
Enriched Week

EImo’s

With Six Starters Back and New Coach,

Fire

includes...

Georgetown Looks to Improve on 1998

A Night in Adams Morgan

hie MBNA Caroer Center Open House feauringne ~~ *> Community
Service Project

Sritthers
The

By MATT SERVENTI
Hoya StaFF WRITER

The Georgetown field hockey team
opens the 1999 season Sunday
against the University of Albany at
St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia. The Hoyas, under the direction of first-year Head Coach Laurie
Carroll, will attempt to improve on

A Raceohall fame

Austin Powers

last year’s

Shaggadelic Shimmy

record

of 7-8.

Returning are six of last season’s
starters, including the top three

Saturday Night on Copley Lawn

scorers

—

junior

midfielders

Sarah

Oglesby (eight goals, 17 points) and
Caitlin McLean (seven goals, 14
points) and senior midfielder/for-

Registration:
Tuesday, Sept 7in Red
Square from 10am -4pm

ward Lori Fogliano (four goals, 10
points). The Hoyas will also count
on the senior leadership of their captains, midfielders Jordan Keating and
Susan Stewart. Freshman goalkeeper
Jessica

Herring,

pressive
ing

to

in the
Carroll,

new

look

REALITY:
CONNECT

WITH

VIRTUAL

A GREAT

ORGANIZATION.

REALITY:

www.pwcglobal.com/ocp

PRICEAATERHOUSE(COPERS
Join us. Together we can change the world.™
© 1999 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. PricewaterhouseCoopers refers to the U.S. firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and other members
of the worldwide PricewaterhouseCoopers organization. We are proud to be an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

will

anchor

been

im-

accordthe

de-

to

this

season’s

Hoyas,

discarding past teams’ strategies and
moving some players to positions

Keep the evehalls out for our lovely posters

LIKE TO

has

fense.
Carroll, who is in her first year as
head coach after several years as an
assistant at James Madison and
American, and her staff will bring a

SCC 2000

YOU'D

who

preseason,

they may not have previously
played.
“We’re really coming in with an
open mind and a fresh start,” Carroll
said. “I wanted to have my staff
evaluate our strengths and figure
out what system we would play. We
probably have people in totally different positions than they were in in
the past.”
Carroll is hopeful about the team’s
prospects for this season.
“I think

we

look

good,”

Carroll

said. “If we focus on ourselves and
compete the way that we can everyday, the wins will come.”

SS
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Hoyas 2-0
Under Drake
GU Tops St. Peter,
George Washington
WOMEN’S SOCCER, rroMm Pp. 12
Hoya sophomore goalkeeper Shereena
Chang blocked four shots to earn her
first shutout of the year.
Last Friday, the Hoyas started out the
year

and

Drake’s

career

at Georgetown

with a 6-1 win over St. Peter’s College on
Harbin Field.
Freshman
midfielder
Maureen
McCartney’s two first-half goals were
all

the

Hoyas

midfielder
ward

needed,

Sarah

Karin

Breech,

Ostrander,

while

senior

freshman

for-

sophomore

midfielder Audrey Springer and junior
forward Natalie Giugno each added a
goal.
The Hoyas look to continue their perfect season Sunday when they travel to
Wilmington, N.C., to face off with North
Carolina- Wilmington.

La

a

;

:

;

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE HOA
Junior midfielder Melissa Coleman guards the ball in the Hoyas’ 2-0 over George Washington Tuesday.

Eel eed

See the book you need

with this sticker on it?

It’s guaranteed to be worth at least 50% of the
original purchase price when you sell it back
to us at the end of the term.
The

Deal

of the

Millennium!

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Phone:

202/687-7482

an Spartner of %follett.com..
NEW & USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

—
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Kvello Departed, but Coach
Confident in No.25 Georgetown

Hoyas
Triumph
In Opener

Eo]

Captains Anchor
Win over Iona
By MicHAEL

MEebici

Hoya STAFF WRITER

The Georgetown men’s
soccer team opened up its
season
in
solid
form
Wednesday with a 3-1 win
over Iona on Harbin Field.
Senior
captain
Jason
Partenza scored the first goal
of the year at the 14:24 mark,
ripping
a

15-

yard
shot
past

Iona’s Reik Gillette to give the
Hoyas an early lead. Sophomore forward Nate Port registered his first assist of the season with a nice crossing ball to
Partenza on the play.
Sophomore midfielder Truls
Engebretson scored off a
nice
pass
from
junior
midfielder Khary Robinson in
the

38th

minute,

and

the

Hoyas took a 2-0 lead into
intermission.
That second goal proved
to be all the offense the
Hoyas needed, but sophomore Kenny Owens added a
score

the

second

half,

PREVIEW, From p. 12
Much of the defense that notched
eight shutouts a year ago returns.
Sophomore back Mark Manning returns after an impressive freshman
year. Junior and two-year starter Jeff
Boehling is back as well, and senior
Denis Scott, the student body vice
president who started several games
in 1998, will once again help the

who also has the speed to play up
front, scored four goals and posted
six assists last season.
The versatility and depth of this
team will prove to be its strongest
suit, with many experienced players available to come off the
bench and play anywhere. Senior
Peter Bachman, juniors Charles

Hoyas.

“Bubba”

seeks students interested in healthcare

OYA
1%

s
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September 7, 1999
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Beyer and Robinson,

and

Sophomore midfielder Andy Sole fights with an lona defender for a header.

INTERNSHIP (paid 20-25 flexible hrs/
wk)- Bethesda health care consultancy

Salon
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Junior Kyle

scor-

ing in the 68th minute off an
assist from senior captain
Kevin Shaw.
Senior co-captain and goalkeeper Tyler Purtill did his
part, registering five saves
on the day.
Purtill’s only misstep of the
game was in the 88th minute,
when he let a Bruno Janeiro
shot get past him.
The Hoyas’ next game is Saturday on Harbin Field against
Mount St. Mary’s.

the

sive defenders.

Purtill, returns for his senior year to
sophomore Truls Engebretsen all
direct traffye in the back. Purtill had a ‘saw big minutes last year and are
1.52 goals-against average in ’98.
threats coming off the bench or
“That’s always the first thing we
starting.
try to smooth out,” Tabatznik said
The team appears to have the right
of his defense. “That’s something
attitude and is poised to take on an
we pride ourselves on, is good dealways difficult schedule. Shaw,
fensive play.”
Purtill and Partenza all agreed that
The midfield, despite having lost
the team is not getting ahead of
Billy Bednarz, is loaded with talent
itself and is focusing on each game
and experience. Senior co-captain
one at a time.
Kevin Shaw, who had three goals
“The team is really well focused
and has grown significantly since
and 10 assists last year, will run the
center
alongside
senior
Mert
the beginning
of preseason,”
Incekara, who proved to be one of
Tabatznik said.
the most elusive players in the con“We have a very pro-active approach,” Partenza said. “We pick
ference last year, posting four goals
and seven assists. Sophomore
problems out and try to resolve them
Kenny Owens, who saw time as a right away.”
forward, midfielder and defender last
The team will need to maintain its
year, will be anchoring the defenfocus and concentration throughsive midfield.
out the year, as the Big East schedUp front, many able scorers look
ule is one of the toughest in the
to fill the void left by Kvello. Senior
nation. The team spends Sept. 10
co-captain Jason Partenza, who
thru Sept. 28 on the road before
scored eight goals last year, has the
playing seven of its final nine games
speed and skill to see greater numat home on Harbin Field. They see
bers this year. Sophomore forward
tough opponents such as Syracuse,
Nate Port, who scored seven goals
St. John’s and Rutgers on the road
in limited time last season, has the
but will play host to Connecticut,
size and speed to deal with aggresSeton Hall and Boston College.

a:

Presentations

parliamentary

12-2pm.

RSVP

and

discussion

elections.

required.

Call

CCAS

on

the.

re-

Boardroom,

lesley

Newton

-627%15".

The Community Calendar is here for you!
Drop by our office at 421 Leavey
or call us at 202-687-3947 with submissions
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issues. We will train. Near Foggy
Bottom. Write the Center for Media &
Public Affairs, 2100 L Street NW. #300,
20037, or fax 202-872-4014.

BE AS YOU ARE is a hip wholesale Tshirt company located in Georgetown.
We sell our unique brand of fun &
funky silk-screened T-shirts to stores
across the country and around the

MONEY, money, money. Join us for
great tips and excellent benefits:
Biddy Mulligan’s, An Authentic Irish
Pub located in the Doyle Washington
Hotel is looking for Foodservers with
experience in a fast paced bar/
restaurant. Full-time, and part time
positions available. Claddaghs’s our
fine dining restaurant in the hotel has
breakfast server positions available
(full time). Also available, Room

world. We're looking for an ambitious,
energetic and highly organized students
to join our team as a part-time paid
intern. Multiple responsibilities and

Service Servers (Mornings and
Evenings). No experience needed.
Responsibilities include order taking,
food delivery and follow up. Good

great experience. Call 202-965-2787.

communication and people skills a

or business to assist research managers
with health research, business projects,
and other office duties. Prefer Word,
Excel, Access experience. Fax resume

to 301-652-1250 or call 301-625-1818.

EAGLE WINE
hiring Cashiers.
$7.00/hr. Raises
schedule. Apply

:
3345 ‘M’ Street. Now
Must be 21. Start @
possible. Flexible
in person.

* $17/hr, S.A.T. tutors needed in VAMD-DC, flexible hours, need a car, top
standardized test scores, minimum

availability through November. College
student or graduate, apply at
www.mytutor.com/jobs or fax (301)
941-8099.
NANNY/ROUSTABOUT,
start
$1,000/month ASAP;

light admin. work, varied research
tasks involving science and the °
media. We will train. Near Foggy
Bottom. Statistical and quantitative
skills useful. Send resume to
Statistical Assessment
L Street, NW,

BLUE & GRAY, Georgetown’s
faculty and ataff newspaper, is
looking for an editorial intern for the
fall and perhaps spring semester.
Duties include laying out inside
newspaper pages, selecting and
scanning photographs, as well as
writing and editing stories. Gain
experience with Quark Express and
Adobe Photoshop software.
Associated

layout. A self-starter who can work
independently,

positions beginning in late summer/
early fall ‘99. Ideal for students
oR
;
Reply with resume to Isabella Blanco

grasp of English grammar. The
pays approximately $7 an hour, with
a transportation subsidy. Work-study
students strongly preferred. To
apply, fax resume and writing

samples if available to Chris Raphel
at 687-2311,

2194.

with experience. To apply, send

Picketing, Confrontations.

301-442-

5066 Day, 301-571-1998 Nite.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our
circulars. No Experience Required. Free

(icb@bivwood.com).

PRIVER/CHILD CARE: Live-In
Exchange Plus Hourly Wage: Person

0 drive fourteen year old from school,

POLITICAL

Communications or Journalism
undergrads preferred for part-time paid
positions (15-25 hrs/wk, at least two
semesters) for major study of news

3:00pm-7:00pm. Occasional morning
carpool, additional household
responsibilities. Car not required, but
good driving record essential.
Basement apartment with separate

media coverage of the 2000 campaigns
and ongoing study of the presidency

entrance, bath, kitchenette in
Georgetown. Contact Ann: Evenings

and congress. We will train. Near Foggy
Bottom. Write the Center for Media &

(202) 333-9151.

:

Political

Public Affairs, 2100 L Street NW,

afterschool activities Mon-Fri

#300,

20037, or Fax 202-872-4014. EOE.
SOCIAL SCIENCE, Communications
or Journalism undergrads preferred for
part-time paid positions (15-25 hrs/wk,
at least two semesters) for studies of

media coverage of social and political

FG

TEACHER AIDE for Bethends
nursery school “Lunch Bunch
program, MWF 11:45-2:45, $8/hour.
Call 301-320-4252.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, paid part
time position (15-25 hrs/wk). Attend

fifth floor.

RAS UA ET)

FURNITURE- Retail sale of used hotel
furniture. Beds, Sofas, Sleeper Sofas,
Dressers, Lamps, Tables, Mirrors at

unbelievably low prices! Visit our
showroom at 8001 Newell Street, Silver
Spring, MD 301-587-7902.

resume to Isabella Blanco via fax
(202-835-1601) or email

Information packet. Call 202-452-5942.
SCIENCE,

sin Avenue,

pa
:
mail:icb@bivwood.com.

PR FIRM seeks part-time technical
assistant. Ideal for student. Need
computer science major or related
field; 1 year experience with C, C++
and/or Java; background in UNIX and
PERL a plus. Salary commensurate

email

raphelc@gunet.georgetown.edu, or
drop by our office at 2115 Wiscon-

via fax (202) 835-1601 or e-

BABYSITTER/HELPER wanted for 2
boys (9mos & 3yrs) afternoons and
evenings 20hrs/week in Bethesda, MD.
Female w/car and experience required. ~~
$8-$10/hr OR rent-for-services (private
room w/bath and board in return for
childcare). Contact Jane (301) 263-

Objectivist Activism.

computers,

necessary, but must have a firm

JOBS FOR PEACE! Work to cut
Pentagon spending and abolish
nuclear weapons. Multi-cultural,
feminist work environment. Entry
level with rapid advancement. Call
Peace Action 202.862.9740.

homework, play, cleanups; pickup after
pehool, drive asmscessaly (a5 io
doctor); help/do dinner, dishes
aficrwinds. Perks: pool tennis court

;

knows

and write compelling copy will net
the job. No prior experience

position is 10-15 hours a week, and

PR FIRM seeks detail-oriented
individuals with HTML and other
www aplications for part-time

2

Press style, and

principles of writing, editing, and

ten minutes from

Phone 202/363-9880.

Service, 2100

#300, or Fax 202-872-

4014. EOE.

must. Apply in person (we are located
on Dupont Circle). The Doyle
Washington, Human Resources office
1500 New Hampshire Ave, Washington DC. Applications accepted
Monday-Thursday 9:00am-11:00am.
EOE.
3

Georgetown; 3-8pm weekdays plus one
weekend eve. Preferably for year or
more. Supervise 8 year old Kevin's

AYN RAND.

press conferences, assist in publicity,

!
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Kvello’s Departure Doesn’t Worry No. 25 Hoyas

GU Starts
Strong Vs.
Howard

Eight Seniors
Return to Squad
By MicHAEL MEDpici
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Hoyas Begin

Every year, in every college sport,
in every college across the country,
key players inevitably leave due to

Defense of
League Crown

graduation.

Georgetown’s

By SEAN GORMLEY
Georgetown

women’s

GU
;

Tournament.

losing

‘in the

last season

was

is
to
of
that

first

a land-

In

the

to

poll,

Georgetown received three of
11first-place votes, finishing
seven points behind Notre
Dame’s 119.
Over the

summer,

WiLLiam G. BROWNLOW/7 HE HOYA

a well-rounded

who

see PREVIEW,

p. 11

George Washington
By STEPHEN OWENS
Hoya STAFF WRITER

-

cialist from Great Falls, Va., and
Lauren Warner, an outside hitter from Santa Ana, Calif.

They will be joining a host of
returning players, including outside hitters sophomore Yulia
Vtyurina and junior Kiran Gill,
both of whom were unanimously
voted onto the preseason AllBig East team. Vtyurina, last
year’s Big East Rookie of the
Year, was also voted the Big
East Preseason Player of the Year
by the league’s coaches.
The team travels to California today to play in an early
season tournament against
Southeast-

ern Louisiana and Cal StateFullerton over the next two
days. The Hoyas have their
home opener on Wednesday
against
cross-town
rival
George
Washington
in
McDonough Arena at 7 p.m.

Hoya

eight

GU Dismisses St. Peters,

Anna Kleinsorge, a middle
blocker from Los Altos, Calif;

Arizona,

and

Georgetown Wins First Two under New Coach

who will complement a strong
group of returning veterans;

Northern

tournament;

WoMmEN’s SocCER

trio

Kin-Ling Sham, a defensive spe-

the

will do anything who can get back
there,” said goalkeeper and senior
co-captain Tyler Purtill.

Freshman forward Tony Soric gets ready to boot the ball past an lona defender in the Hoyas’ 3-1 win Wednesday.

former

head coach Jolene Nagel accepted the same position at
Duke University.
Replacing
Nagel is Li Liu, who was promoted to head coach after two
seasons assisting Nagel. Liu’s
new assistant will be Daune
Koester, a 1998 graduate of the
University of Maryland.
Also joining the Hoya volleyball program are three incoming
freshmen,

fill-

finals of the Big East Conference
Tournament and finished up the
season No. 19 in the nation.
“We have eight seniors, and that
means eight players who have been

is up to the task, as the coaches

Dame.

to

r y

cant action last year on a team that
went 15-6 overall, made it to the

not an easy
the tournathe Big East
Georgetown

picked the Hoyas to finish second in the conference behind
Notre

[w or
about
a

Kvello’s

occurrence.

Although it
journey back
* ment, the rest
seems to think

ae fern

at | cided

production by not worrying about it
at all. The coaches and players recognize that this is a deep, talented
and versatile team with many weapons that can step in at any time and
contribute to victory.
“Eric who?” said Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik.
~The team returns eight seniors
and other players who saw signifi-

mark season for the program
and the team is chomping at
the bit to prove that last
season’s bid was not a onetime’

ever

Eric

|[Kvello

Harbin Field. See
page 11.

saw

Despite

|,

3-1 | (MSB’99).

Wednesday

much success in 1998, winning
the Big East regular-season
title, finishing with a 24-6
record and competing in its
first-ever NCAA

oly its best

asea-

son-opening

argu-

player

the

victory over lona

was a first step on the team’s
quest for a second NCAA
Tournament bid.

round,

soccer team

lona: | and

led

chargein

15-3, 15-6 victory over Howard

team

Drops

tains

paign with a straight-set victory
over Howard University.
The Hoyas’ convincing 15-5,

volleyball

bounce

lost an AllAmerican

The Hoyas’ cap-

in the program’s

history, started off its 1999 cam-

The

men’s

:

volleyball team, coming off the

best season

programs

is in that position this year, having

Hoya Starr WRITER

The

How

back from those departures dictates
how the program is perceived
throughout the country.

IT

The Georgetown women’s soccer team improved to
2-0 with a 2-0 shutout over the George Washington
Colonials on Harbin Field Tuesday.
After a scoreless and
evenly played first half, the
Hoyas dominated the final
45 minutes, scoring twice
while maintaining the shutout.

Junior midfielder Liz
Delgado broke the scoreless
tie seven minutes into the
second half when her shot
grazed the fingertips of Colonial goalkeeper Shannon
Ashfield en route to the back of the net. Nine minutes
later, Delgado abruptly ended a chaotic situation in
front of the George Washington goal by netting her
second score of the game. Both of Delgado’s goals
were unassisted.
“Liz is a special kind of player who can win a game
by herself,”

first-year Head

Coach

Diane

Drake

said,

“That’s what she did today in the second half.”
Drake pointed out other standouts in the game,
including freshman defender Casey Hoffman, whose
exceptional work on defense secured the shutout and
the win for the Hoyas.
See WOMEN’S SOCCER, ». 10

Tim LLEWELLYN/T HE HovA

Freshman forward Karin Ostrander keeps the ball inbounds during Tuesday's 6-1 victory over George Washington.

Te

Preseason All-Big East Men’s Soccer Team
Jonathan Conway, GK, Rutgers
Patrice Bernier, So., F/M, Syracuse
Jim Curtin, Jr.,B, Villanova
Chris Gbandi, So., B, Connecticut
Gabriel Gervais, Grad., F/M, Syracuse
Medufia Kulego, Sr., F, St. John’s
Dan Parkin, Sr., B, St. John’s
Brian Piesner, Sr., M, Rutgers
Brent Rahim, Jr., M, Connecticut
Peter Scavo, Sr., F, Seton Hall
Gregory Strohmann, So., M, Seton Hall

Hoya Sports
is first season v 7
weekend against

on improving upon last season’s 7-8
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By Tom DoNNELLY
SPECIAL TO THE HOYA

With anew $20 million performing arts building on the horizon,
Georgetown University is at a theatrical crossroads. Few programs epitomize this transient state better than the drama groups
on campus. With each group struggling for limited space and the
creation of its own unique identity and niche at a university not
well known for its performing arts, their potential prosperity and
very survival are drawn into question.
Despite this harsh reality, the drama groups on campus began
the year as they have in years past, with recruiting events such
as Mask & Bauble’s “O-Show” and the performing arts open
house in the Leavey Center Program Room. In addition, visions
of a more united performing arts community on campus still
danced, as it always does, about their heads. Each representative cites a greater need for cohesion between the groups, as’
limited resources such as money and space greatly suffocate
each group.
Susan McGuire (COL ’00) of Mask & Bauble, for instance,
spoke of the need for each group, even performing arts groups
outside of the circle of drama groups, to promote and attend the
events of the others. Alex Rigney (FLL ’00) of the Nomadic
Theatre Ensemble echoed the same words when confronted with
the group’s long term goals and vision for the future.
Even in light of this need for greater unity, it should be noted
that each group fills a different need for the Georgetown community, in terms of both entertainment and enlightenment. Mask &
Bauble, around since the 19th Century, presents productions
ranging from Mamet to Shakespeare, from “The Who” to Cole
Porter. The Nomadic Theatre, on the other hand, provides, what

Rigney called, “wacky, cutting-edge theater.”Also, the
Georgetown Players mix a spontaneous Improv experience with
community service projects for school children.
Even with this diverse calling, each group seems to echo two
common messages to its own group and to all potential thespians. First of all, each wishes to enroll the most diverse student

membership available and stress the need for intellectual growth.
The greater stress, however, is the necessity of having fun while
producing the theatrical production. Each board member interviewed explained the importance of making theater “fun” for all
involved. This general attitude was best expressed by McGuire
when confronted with a question as to Mask & Bauble’s main
mission, “Our main mission is to utilize the talents of everyone
involved and, above all, to have fun.”

In addition to their typical programs and productions, some of
the groups have decided to undertake new challenges this year
to grow and expand in breadth and repertoire. However, they
understand that adaptability often means survival.
For the first time since 1995 and for the first time for the members
of this undergraduate student body, Mask & Bauble will be
producing a Shakespearean play. Filling the void of the now
disbanded Classical Theater Company, McGuire and her colleagues on the Mask & Bauble board decided that there is a
definite need for this undertaking on campus. The main reasons
for this new direction are sound. One being the reality that
Shakespeare classes in the English Department are continuously filled, thus a real interest, at least intellectually, is obvious

on campus. In addition, the mere fact that Mask and Bauble was
originally founded on the classics gives additional credence to
this return to antiquity. “By doing this production, it demonstrates to our community that Shakespeare is meant to be seen,

Tim LLEWELLYN/T
HE HoYA

A HELPING HAND: Members of the Georgetown Players collaborate for comedy and recruitment at this year's ‘O Show.’
All of the campus theater groups sought new participants for their respective forays into new theatrical territory this year.
not just read. This also allows us to revive the type of theater
that our group was originally based upon,” McGuire said.
Much like Mask & Bauble’s new direction, the Georgetown
Players are taking up a new format. The Georgetown Players are
aiming to make a name for Georgetown in the improv world. They
see their goals as slightly different than those of the other
groups. As member Mike Birbiglia (COL ’99) explained, “Other
groups on campus are more traditional. We want to adjust to
what students want to see.” The Georgetown Players, in their
fifth season, are divided into two separate groups, the Theater
Company and the Improv Troupe. Birbiglia adds, “The community service side of the organization is sponsored by the performances of the Improv Troupe.” This year, the Improv Troupe will
be undertaking a “television” format.
In this new format, the group will still focus to a large extent on
improvisational games, but they will have specific themes corresponding to different channels on a television set. For instance,

the

audience

can

choose

to turn

to C-SPAN

or the

History Channel and the Improv Troupe will play out a game

according

to the

moving

in new

By HEATHER BURKE
Hoya STAFF WRITER

Coming-of-age and fish-out-of-water stories
run a dime a dozen in Hollywood. But when it’s
told with the comedic twist of the Farrelly brothers (“There’s Something About Mary” fame) in

playing old man (Alec Baldwin). But Dunphy—
or “Dildo” as his father calls him — is about to
have his life turned around when he crashes
into a parked police car after a night chasing
girls and getting high with his friends. His
choices? Time in juvenile hall or spending his
senior year at the exclusive Cornwall Academy

in rural Connecticut.
Forced into the latter by his father, Dunphy
packs his few belongings into a garbage bag
and heads to a new regimented routine where,
to his chagrin, drugs, sex and booze are banned.

There he succumbs to the usual fish-out-ofwater situations. He does not know how to tie
a tie. He goes blank when asked in English class
what book has influenced him. The word “studying” does not exist in his vocabulary. He must
evade his hall master Mr. Funderberg who,
viewing him as a no-good, is determined to see
Dunphy flunk out if he doesn’t bust him for
partying first. Of course, Dunphy gets in trouble

format,

the

directions, artistically, the Nomadic

Theatre

IconRocks MCI Center

the new movie “Outside Providence,” it’s bound

brother Jackie and his crass, sarcastic, poker-

this new

Springsteen
Shows D.C.
Who's Boss

Usual Borders

consisted of a series of nights hanging out in an
old tower and smoking pot with his slacker
buddies. He lives with his wheelchair-bound

With

Concert Review

Stays Within

Pawtucket, R.1., in the early 1970s has generally

chosen.

continues to strive to provide for the campus “off-beat,”
quality productions. The Nomadic Theatre, in this year and
the years to come, hopes to take more of a new turn in its
administrative and bureaucratic essence. When asked of
‘their primary goal in the long term, Rigney explained that she
hopes that the group will work, as Mask & Bauble has, to
create an alumni panel that will help both in fundraising and
guidance on how to grow better and more effectively in the
future.
Ultimately, it is a brave new frontier for performing arts groups
on campus. All speak of the need for new camaraderie between
the groups.Each are implementing new changes, both artistically
and structurally, all in the hope to seizing the opportunities to
this new frontier.

‘Providence’

to have its original, funny, bizarre — and yes,
just plain gross — moments. Written by the
Farrellys, with the script based on the book of
the same name by Peter Farrelly, the movie has
its funny moments but does not possess the
outrageous comedic antics of the duo’s previous films. Although well-acted, the movie never
veers from the tried-and-true predictable course
tons of growing-up films have followed before.
It lacks life and edge.
For Timothy Dunphy (Shawn Hatosy, of the
“The Faculty”), life growing up in working class

channel

group, as mentioned earlier, hopes to embrace newfound successes.
While the other two main groups on campus seem to be

By ANDY AMEND
Hoya STAFF WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY OF MIRAMAX FILMS

A,P.ROMANCE, AFIELD COURSE: Teen delinquent Timothy Dunphy learns more than the
traditional disciplines at prestigious Cornwall Academy.
more times than he can count.
Inevitably, Dunphy finds his “Venus,” a pretty,
preppy, well-bred, studious, popular blond
named Jane (Amy Smart). He teaches her how
to party and to smoke a joint. She teaches him
how to throw a frisbee and encourages him to
study and make something more of himself.
They take the inevitable hitchhiking road trip to
Florida. Other than that, not much happens. But
when his partying antics get Jane kicked out of
school and threaten her chances to attend
Brown, the culmination of her years of hard
work, ‘Dunphy begins to realize that there is
more to life than smoking pot and partying. Will
he put himself on the line to save her future?
What do you think?
Then,

of course,

as

his

new

experiences

change him, Dunphy must face his family and
friends back home. His friends, especially his
best buddy Drugs (Jon Abrahams, “The Faculty”), conversely admire and envy him for
getting out of Pawtucket but cannot break the
cycle of partying that ultimately leads to one of
the group’s downfall. He cannot break through
his father’s wisecracks

and distant nature; the

inevitable confrontation over skeletons in the
family closet ensues, followed by the requisite
father/son bonding scene. Will Dunphy have a

future after graduation and shake his loser
lifestyle? Well...sort of.
A note to lovers of gross-out: the outrageous hair-gel and crotch zipper jokes found
in “There’s Something About Mary” are not
present in this film. Unlike their other films,
“Outside Providence” moves at a slower pace
and contains more drama and sentimentality
than zany, off-the-wall humor. But of course
the brothers’ brand of humor is infused into
this film. The Farrellys, as usual, use dogs, the
disabled, bodily functions and weird sexual
situations as fodder for funny lines and sight
gags in adding countless jokes about drugs in
this movie. A few funny situations ensue during a party at Dunphy’s house where his old
and new friends meet. A priceless scene unfolds when the Cornwall headmaster reads a
confiscated letter written by Drugs in a
drunken, high state. And a statement of wisdom from Baldwin’s character will make you
think about sex and Chinese differently for the
entirety of your omnivorous life.
While the movie has its funny moments and
is generally well-written, it lacks originality and
fire. Watching the movie, I felt I could predict
virtually all of the situations Dunphy would
See MOVIE »p. 6

Bruce Springsteen showed with authority
why he’s still the boss of rock and roll Wednesday night, performing before a sold-out concert
at the MCI Center.
Reunited with the E Street Band on their first
tour in more than a decade, Springsteen played
with the energy of a classic American muscle car
peeling off into the night. Indeed, the boss
rattled off his first four tracks without stopping
and paused only a few seconds before starting
the fifth, putting on a new guitar for each song
while the previous one came to an end.
From there, Springsteen brought the tempo
down

a notch

with

a series of slower

songs,

giving the audience a chance to retake its seats
and catch its breath. The move was characteristic of the concert’s flawless pacing.
Springsteen’s set continued for a full three
hours, with the audience loving every minute.
Perhaps the evening’s only drawback — at
least from a student’s point of view — was the
cost. ‘All three of Springsteen’s Washington
shows — the last of which — is tonight — sold
out almost as soon as they went on sale, and any
second-hand tickets left are bound to fetch
triple-digit prices.
But for Wednesday’s crowd, tickets were
well worth the price of admission. From the time
the band took the stage to the sound of raucous
applause, those in attendance sang and danced
along to a variety of hits driven by the guitars
of Springsteen and his wife, Patti Scialfa, accompanied by Nils Lofgren and Steve Van Zandt.
Roy Bittan’s keyboards and Clarence Clemons’
saxophone rounded out the sound.
See CONCERT
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MOVIE TIMES
Wisconsin Avenue
4000 Wisconsin Ave, NW
Washington, D.C.
202.333. FILM #789

4:40, 7:20, 9:50
In Too Deep (R) — Fri-Mon noon, 2:30, 5:15,
8:00, 10:25, (12:45 Fri-Sat) Tue-Thu 1:10, 3:30,
5:50, 8:10, 10:30
The 13* Warrior (R) — Fri-Mon 1:40, 4:00,
7:00, 9:30 (11:50 Fri-Sat) Tue- Thu
7:00, 9:30

Universal Soldier:
12:30, 3:00 Tue-Thu
Mickey Blue Eyes
7:30, 10:00 Tue, Thu
1:20, 4:25, 10:20

1:40, 4:30,

The Return (R) — Fri-Mon
1:00, 3:00
(PG-13) — Fri-Mon 4:45,
1:20, 5:30, 7:55, 10:20 Wed

Bowfinger (PG-13) — Fri-Sat 2:45, 5:30, 8:15,
10:45 Sun-Mon 2:45, 5:30, 8:05, 10:20 Tue-Thu

1:05, 3:20, 5:40, 8:00, 10:15
The Iron Giant (PG) — Fri-Mon

The
4:15,
4:45,
The
2:20,
10:10
The
7:55,
9:45

12:10, 2:10

Sixth Sense (PG-13) —Fri-Mon 1:50,
7:10, 9:40 (12:05 Fri-Sat) Tue-Thu 1:50,
7:10, 9:40
Thomas Crown Affair (R) — Fri-Mon
5:00, 7:40, 10:05 Tue-Thu 2:00, 5:00, 7:40,
Blair Witch Project (R) — Fri-Mon 5:45,
10:15 (12:25 Fri-Sat) Tue-Thu 5:15, 7:25,

Dupont Cinema
1350 19th Street, NW
Washington, D.C.
202.333. FILM #788
Better Than

Chocolate (NR) —
(PG-13) —

1:50, 4:20, 6:50,
1:10, 3:20, 5:30,

Twin Falls Idaho (R) — 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30

Trick (R) — 1:20, 3:30, 5:40, 7:50, 10:00
Lola Run

(R) —

9:50
The Sixth Sense (PG-13) —
4:50, 6:40, 7:30, 9:20, 10:10

THE SIXTH SENSE

1:20, 2:10, 4:00,
STARRING:

AMC Courthouse
2150 Clerendon Boulevard
Arlington, Va.
703.243.4844

Bruce Willis, Olivia Williams

G

driven doctor (Willis) on a mission to understand where
haunts come from and why they are here. Amazingly

the

thrilling flick with hardly a slow scene.

The Red Violin (R) — Fri-Mon (2:00 Sat-Mon)
10:30
The Astronaut’s Wife (R) — Fri-Mon (2:00
Sun-Mon) 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 (midnight Fri-Sat) TueThu 5:45, 8:00, 10:20
Dudley Do-Right (PG) — Fri-Mon (1:45 SatMon) 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 Tue-Thu 5:45, 7:40, 9:30
The 13%" Warrior (R) — Fri-Mon (2:15 SatMon) 5:00, 7:30, 10:00 (12:15 Fri-Sat) Tue-Thu

STARRING: Antonio
THE SKINNY: Packed
female swimmer on the
Something for everyone

Banderas, Omar Sharif
with as much testosterone as a
East German Olympic team.
with sword fights, decapitations

and Banderas sans shirt. Based on the Crichton novel,

Eaters of the Dead about an Islamic Missionary to the
Vikings.

5:30, 7:40, 10:10

(1:45
7:50,

STARRING:

Richard Gere, Julia Roberts

THE SKINNY: Maggie (Roberts) leaves men at the altar.
Some sort of psychological issue makes her fear tying the
knot, and a columnist (Gere) tears her apart in USA Today.

(1:30

Eventually he is fired and finds himself drawn to her, for

GRA

1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30,

9:40
Foundry Theater
M Street at Thomas Jefferson NW
Washington, D.C.
202.333. FILM #827

star for his alien flick, but Kit Ramsey

MICKEY

10:00
A Dog of Flanders (PG) — daily noon, 2:20
Dudley Do-Right (PG) — daily 4:35, 6:45, 9:00
The Astronaut's Wife (R) — daily 1:20, 4:50, 7:40,
10:10
Mickey Blue Eyes (PG-13) — daily 1:15, 4:00, 6:50,
9:45
Bowfinger (PG-13) — daily 11:50, 2:10, 4:30, 7:10,
9:30
The Sixth Sense (PG-13) — daily 1:00, 4:20, 7:20,
10:10
The Thomas

Crown Affair (R)

GRADE

want a piece of it. So, Martin shoots the star in secret, using

Hugh

and

couple Bill (Cruise) and Alice (Kidman) find
themselves reevaluating their lives and their love.

Undoubtably Kubrick.

THE MUSE
STARRING: Albert Brooks, Sharon Stone
THE SKINNY: Rich with satire, Brooks’ film casts

+ STARRING:
THE

Heather, Mike, Josh

SKINNY:

The once-lost and now-found

footage of three college filmmakers who disappeared
in the Maryland woods while shooting a documentary on the legendary Blair Witch. Painfully
and Sprisnay

abound and the plot is supposed to get funnier. Not painful,
but nothing special here.

simple

thriller.

TOO DEEP

BLUE EYES

Grant, James Caan, Jeanne Tripplehorn

Mafia. As he gets closer to the family, “Godfather” jokes

— daily 12:30, 3:10,

:

h|

suspenseful

THE SKINNY: When a New York art dealer (Grant) meets
Tripplehorn, he doesn't know about her connections to the

6:40, 9:20
Runaway Bride (PG) — daily 12:50, 3:50, 7:00, 9:40
Inspector Gadget (PG) —daily 12:10, 2:15, 4:20, 6:30, 9:10

Cruise, Nicole Kidman

writers with ideas and success. Stone is good, but her
performance can’t save this sinking ship of a movie.
Few reasons to ) waich

(Murray) doesn’t

hidden cameras in real-life locales. Clever comedy
Heather Graham make this one float.

Tom

Stone as a modern muse, capable of inspiring stalled

STARRING: Steve Martin, Eddie Murray, Heather Graham
THE SKINNY: A hurting film producer (Martin) needs a

STARRING:

Outside Providence (R) — daily 1:30, 4:40, 7:30,

American Pie (R) = (1:55 Sat-Mop) 4:35, 7:15,
9:55
Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me
(PG-13) — (2:00 Sat-Mon) 4:40, 7:20, 10:00
Notting Hill (PG-13) — (1:40 Sat-Mon) 4:20,
7:00, 9:40
Tea With Mussolini (PG) — (1:50 Sat-Mon)
4:30, 7:10, 9:50
The Winslow Boy (G) — (1:45 Sat-Mon) 4:25,
7:05, 9:45
The Matrix (R) — (1:35 Sat-Mon) 4:15, 6:55,
9:35
Three Seasons (PG-13) — Fri-Tue (1:30 SatMon) 4:10, 6:50, 9:30 Wed-Thu 9:30
Inspector Gadget (PG) — Wed-Thu 4:10, 6:50

STARRING:

r

United Artist Bethesda
7272 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Bethesda, Md.
301.718.4323
Chill Factor (R) — daily 1:10, 4:10, 7:00, 9:30

delivering a smile.

THE SKINNY: In Stanley Kubrick's final,
steamy, controversial directorial effort, married

professional reasons of course.

Mon 6:30, 9:45 Tue-Thu 7:15, 10:15

Kirsten Dunst, Michelle Williams

THE SKINNY: A couple of impossibly naive highschool girls find themselves in the middle of the
Nixon White House and Watergate. Not very smart
and only occasionally funny, Dick somehow ends up

EYES WI DE SHUT
SHUT

RADE

SatTue-Thu

Teaching Mrs. Tingle (PG-13) — Fri-Sat 5:30,
Sun-Mon 4:30, Tue-Thu 5:15
The Iron Giant (PG) — Sat-Mon 2:15
The Princess Bride (PG-13) — Fri-Sat 12:15 a.m.
Clerks (R) — Fri-Sat 11:30 p.m.

STARRING:

THE 13TH WARRIOR

5:00, 7:45, (10:20 Sun) 10:30 Tue-Thu 5:30, 8:00,

Mickey Blue Eyes (PG-13) — Fri-Mon
Sat-Mon) 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 Tue-Thu :515,
10:10
Runaway Bride (PG) — Fri-Mon (1:30
Mon) 5:15, 8:00, (10:30 Sun-Mon) 10:45
5:30, 7:40, 10:10
The Phantom Menace (PG) — Fri-Sat

DICK

THE SKINNY: An enigmatic boy who sees ghosts a

Sat) 5:15, 8:00, 10:45 Sun-Thu (1:30 Sun-Mon)

7:40, 9:50

STARRING: Omar Epps, LL Cool J, Nia Long
THE SKINNY: Epps descends into the drug world as
an undercover narcotics agent on 4 mission to
eliminate “God” (LL Cool J) and his reign of terror
over once-peaceful

Cincinnati,

Gritty,

well-acted

depiction of the thug life.

ADD/DROP RATING SYSTEM
A: Advanced Gumk Editing, Baby
|
D: Australian Perceptions
B: Studies in Cinema

C: Intro to Jonathan Taylor Thomas

of Ady

F: Tumor Biology mn

SAN SI

i

HR STR

3

YOU COULD BE THE NEXT CONTESTANT ON:

1

Run

NOW

1:50, 4:30, 7:10,

5:15, 7:50, 10:30
Eyes Wide Shut (R) — Fri-Sat 7:45, 11:00, Sun-

9:20
The Dinner Game

Mickey Blue Eyes (PG-13) —

>

1:30,

1:40, 4:20, 7:00, 9:40

ile

4:30, 7:20, 9:50 (12:20 Fri-Sat) Tue-Thu

Chill Factor (R) —

The Astronaut’s Wife (R) — Fri-Mon, Thu
1:30, 4:10, 6:50, 9:30 Tue-Wed 1:30, 4:10, 9:45
The 13% Warrior (R) — 2:00, 4:40, 7:20, 10:00

>
m

Chill Factor (R) — Fri-Mon 12:15, 2:40, 5:35,
8:10, 10:35 (12:50 Fri-Sat) Tue-Thu 1:35, 4:50,
7:30, 10:05
The Astronaut’s Wife (R) — Fri-Mon 2:00,

m

AMC Union Station 9
50 Massachussetts Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C.
703.998.4262

OVER $2000 IN PRIZES UP FOR GRABS!!!

Futons starting at just "90!

Perfect for the dorm, with over 70 styles to choose from.

Washington D.C. * Tenley Circle * Bethesda

(202) 686-3001

4445 Wisconsin Avenue (At Albemarle St., across from Metro)
Mon-Fri 10-9 Sat 10-8 Sun 11-6

Also in: Gaithersburg * Germantown * Rockville at 16115 Shady Grove Road
Laurel * Beltsville in Duron

Plaza

(301) 483-9990

(301) 216-2080

the

SPONSORED BY:

Call TOLL FREE 1-877-EASYSLEEP!
In association with the Georgetown Program Board
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ail, Colorado
a 3 day / 2 night weekend for four

Each week throughout September, look for one incomplete Hot Fact (like the one above) in this campus newspaper.
- When you spot it, log onto www.coolcore.com

Complete all four and you wil

and choose the answer that best completes the Hot Fact.

automatically entered for a chance to win in the Hot Facts Sweepstakes.

&

Open
|

to U.S.

residents, who, as of 9/6/89, are enrolled in a U.S. college. No purchase

To enter via Internet: Access the COOL FROM

i
|
|

Nestea Web

site at www.coolcore.com

necessary to play. Void in Florida and where
starting

12:01 AM

{ET) on 9/6/99 through

prohibited.

11:59 PM

(ET) on

10/3/99 to see that weeks

Hot Fact(s) on screen.

Every time you log on, you will be instructed to complete the on-screen

entry form, including

your name, the name of the college you ate attending and the letter A, B, C or D, representing the word(s} which complete(s) the Hot Fact(s) for that week. Answer(s) need not be correct to be eligible but you must submit your answer to each of the four Hot Facts (one Hot Fact published
each week as described in Rule #1 of the Official Rules) to be entered into the sweepstakes. Starting 12:0tam (ET) on 10/4/99 through 11:59pm (ET) on 10/31/99, all four Hot Fact(s) will appear on screen in case an Internet participant misses one or more of the Hot Fact(s) that were
featured. While you can, if you wish, log on each day, only one sweepstakes entry per e-mail address that includes all four answers will be entered into the sweepstakes drawing.
;
To enter via mail: On plain 3" x 5" paper, hand-print your complete name, address, zip code, (optional) daytime and evening telephone numbers and the words “COOL FROM Nestea Hot Facts”. Mail your entry in a’ hand-addressed 4-1/8" x 9-1/2" (#10) envelope, with first-class postage
affixed, to: COOL FROM Nestea Hot Facts Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 4941, Blair, NE 68009-4941. Limit one entry per envelope. Entries must be received by 11/15/99. IMPORTANT: On the lower left-hand corner of your mailing envelope, you must indicate the name of the college you are attending.
For Official Rules, by which entrants are bound, including a list of participating colleges, send a SASE to: Hot Facts Rules Request, P.O. Box 4948, Blair, NE 68009-4948.

{

© 1999 Coca-Cola Nestlé Refreshments Company, USA. “Nestea” is a registared trademark licensed to Coca-Cola Nestlé Refreshments Company, USA.

:

© 1999 Casio is a registered trademark of Casio Computer Co., Ltd. GASSIOPEIA is a trademark of Casio Computer Co., Ltd.
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BEST

VITAL STATS
ARMAND’S CHICAGO P1zzERIA
Telephone: 202.686.9450
Address: 4231 Wisconsin Ave.

By Arison Banks AnD Tim HAGGERTY
Hoya STAFF WRITERS

Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery: Available until 11 p.m.
Pricing: Large cheese pizza $12.05;
medium pepperoni pizza $12.60.

TH

Our Review: The bestbet foratasty |
deep-dish pizza. Reliable, perfect pizzas emerge fom thekitchen withoty
exception, though don'ttrytoeata whole pizza—thisis asfilling asit gets.

BErTUCCTS
Telephone: 202.296.2600
Address: 2000 Pennsylvania Ave.
Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery: No delivery at night.
Pricing: Large cheese pizza $9.95; medium pepperoni pizza $8.59.
Our Review: Enter to pay homage to the Brick Oven. With anendless
selection of gourmet pizzas, Bertucci's is a safe bet for a happy meal.

CAPPUCINO’S
Telephone: 202.337.5115
Address: 1438:Wisconsin Ave.
Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery: Available until 5 am.

The undergraduates here at one of the nation’s finest
. institutions of higher learning are on a never-ending
quest.
As members of the last generation of the last decade
of the second millennium, they have been thrust into an
impossible assignment.
As the future leaders of God’s green earth, they are

on a mission.
A quest for truth. A sojourn towards excellence. A
sacred mission.
For pizza.
Along the way they will encounter distractions. Obstacles. Empty promises and unfulfilled dreams. Halftruths and bold-faced lies. They will be disappointed
— they will shed tears.
Yet this quest need not be marked by failure. Hope
springs eternal for these weary travelers. There is a
light at the end of the tunnel of confusion that is the
pizza industry. Seek, and ye shall find a world of bliss
and satisfaction — a world without hunger.
The lines that follow can serve as a voice of reason
during a chaotic decision-making process. They are a
guide to the best deals, the best service and the best
pizza in town. Take heed weary travelers, and follow.

SLI

A Friendly Guide to the
Georgetown Area’s
Best Pizza
Pies

—

|]

EXTRA LARGE:
Apizzawiththe
fixin’'s from
Amand'’s.

Delivery
aT

=

Pricing: Large cheese pizza $9.50; medium pepperoni pizza $8.
Our Review: Ridiculously cut slices and extra grease characterize this
late-delivering pizza cookery. Not great pizza, but not too terrible. A
decent option when all else fails and pizza is necessary.

DomMmiNo’s
Telephone: 202.342.0100
Address: 3255 Prospect Street
Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery: Available until 1 a.m.,

Monday through Thursday, and 3 a.m.,
Friday and Saturday.

Pricing: Large cheese pizza $12;

There are times when the quest for pizza is put on
hold for more earthly duties such as studying. But
worry not, dear warriors. Every Hoya’s best
friend — the delivery man — is here to save the
day. Pizza is only a phone call away, but
getting a pizza on the table is never that easy.
Deciding which menu to order from can
seem more daunting a task than memorizing the decidedly unappetizing Periodic
Table of the Elements.
Ordering doesn’t guarantee hot pizza,
fine cuisine or fast service. Taste can
give way to convenience when the
fingers hit the phone. However, an
educated pizza orderer can still find
a satisfying meal from several of the
area’s delivering pizza establish-

ments.

medium pepperoni pizza $10.21, X-L One Topping $8.99 with GU Id.
Our Review: Quality pizza, reliable service and decent discounts
make Domino's the safest bet in the delivery market. Nothing to write
home about, but nothing to cry about.

Regardless

of hometown,

from

Idahoto New Jersey, every Hoyais
familiar with Domino’s. The national chain has made its name in
the delivery business and doesn’t
fool around with tables, chairs or

Para JOHN'S
Telephone: 202.293. PAPA

waiters. Domino’s ambassador is
the delivery-person, usually arriving quickly and always clad in a

1

Address: 1831 Pennsylvania Ave.
Hours: Lunch and dinner

Rotter ek
Heuer Plea.

;

Delivery: Available until 1 am.
Pricing: Large cheese pizza $11.32; medium pepperoni pizza $9.00.
Our Review: Unexceptional, thoughreliably decent pizza. Unreliable
delivery mars the chain’s otherwise solid entry in the delivery world. Be
wary of the papa’s sauces, whether tomato or garlic ... damage minimal.

Przza MOVERS
Telephone: 202.333.9199
Address: 1618 Wisconsin Ave.
Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery Hours: Available until 1 am.
Pricing: Large cheese pizza $11.06; medium pepperoni pizza $8.88.
Our Review: Decent deals and decent pizza. There isn’t really any
reason to order from Pizza Movers though. There are better pizzas
available, and they close early.

Pizzeria UNO
Telephone: 202.965.6333
Address: 3211 M St.

$15.99; medium pepperoni pizza $13.79.

Our Review: The most fun spot to eat of the bunch, with delightful
crust and a wide range of gourmet pizzas, especially very meaty ones.

LA Vinca

[AVINCITA

Telephone: none
Address: Hoya Court, Leavey Center
Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery: No delivery.
Pricing: Large cheese pizza $10.95; large pepperoni pizza $12.95.
Our Review: Verybad. Expensive slicesinamonopolized market and
tragically weighty. Best to avoid these slices on test days.

Unfortunately, the once-famous 30minute guarantee has been abolished, a

symbolic nod to quality over convenience. But few are complaining.
Domino’s gets it right every time with
its reliable service and predictable product. Still, a refocused effort to improve the

tastiness of each slice of piping-hot Domino’s
pizza would be appreciated by pizza connoisseurs everywhere, as the emphasis of service
over the product is obvious. The pizza isn’t bad,
but it’s no neighborhood pizza joint; it is to pizza
as McDonald’s is to burgers and fries.
Papa John’s Pizza is Domino’s without the service.
The Indiana-born company boasts having “Better In-

Telephone: 202.337.1000
Address: 1641 Wisconsin Ave.
Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery Hours: Available until 5 am.
Pricing: Large cheese pizza $8.99; medium pepperoni pizzaa$5. 99
Our Review: Open as late as anyone, but just not very good. Greasy,
messy, bland and memorable only for the pain that it causes.

NEw SOUTH
)

gf

question, “Better than what?” Although the dough is
fresher than many of its competitors’, and the cheese is
up to par, the sauce is nauseating and neutralizes the
appeal of the other ingredients.
Maybe the reason people keep ordering Papa John’s
pies is that every box is packed with surprising treats
that make a Papa John’s day a fun day. With the charity
of Santa Claus, the papa slides a vial of garlic sauce and
packet o’ peppers into each and every one of its boxes.
Despite the extras, Papa John’s is not the best bet for
late night delivery because its service is unreliable, or
rather, reliably slow. The wait can be up to an hour, and

the temperature of pizza upon arrival is often less than
ideal.

When it arrives — if it arrives —

an uninspired circle of greasy
sauce, splotchily applied cheese
and bland dough has often cooled

MANNY AND OLGA’S

Telephone: 202.687.4509
Address: New South

style cap.
Even the advertisements emphasize volume over quality. “Delivering a million smiles a day,” they
say, promising fresh-made and hotdelivered pies. And they sure are
hot. Each delivery personis equipped
with Heatwave, “the pizza bag that
thinks it’s an oven,” ensuring bubbling cheese, crispy crustand a smile.

gredients, Better Pizza,” but the end result raises the

Hours: Lunch and dinner
Delivery Hours: No delivery.

Pricing: Large cheese pizza

patriotic combination of red, white
and blue, often including a fish-net

aw

Hours: Lunch, dinner and late-night

Delivery: Not available
Pricing: Included in meal plan!
Our Review: Nasty, nasty, nasty.
—Compiled by Tim Haggerty

to almost room temperature.
Pizza isn’t a Manny and Olga’s specialty. The
establishment’s dedication to the art of pizza-making is
compromised by its expansive menu. Its specialties are
Manny’s famous subs and Olga’s roasters, leaving

THE HovAa'’s
Top
DELIVERY

pizza
on
the
biraliciik
burner. When
itarrives — if it
arrives — an uninspired circle of greasy
sauce, splotchily applied
cheese and bland dough has often cooled to almost room temperature. Don’t believe them for a second
when they say “Quality is our first topping.”
They are full of lies.
Manny and Olga’s is perfect if everyone wants
something different to eat. It’s not the best food among
the bunch, but when the going gets tough, the tough get
Manny and Olga’s. They are open until 5 a.m. every
nightexcept Sunday, offering pizza for a late dinner or
an early breakfast.
No one knows how good or bad Cappucino's Pizza
really is, because no one remembers eating one. They
deliver until 5 a.m. and most people are unaware of
their mere existence until they find their fingers dancing across the telephone to order a late night snack.
Apparently, they don’t mind that the pizza is nasty.
If the pizza is for sharing, watch out for the crooked

Domino's Pizza

202.342.0100
DELIVERY UNTIL

1 A.M. SUNTHURS; 3 A.M.
FrI-Sar

cuts of the
Cappucino’s
pizza slicer. Slices can vary in
size from the miniscule sliver to the aberrant wel fest
which is prctieally impossible to manage defifithti
nen

Sit-Down

Shaye
cei’

For a more upscale dining experience, themiblef
several local establishments where pizza is the) ¢ach
tured item. Delivery is convenient, but thet piz;

HE HoYA’S
Top
Sit Down
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No More Empty Stomachs ...

No More Hunger Pains ...
No More Clothes
That Fit

ered hat and curly-cue mustache. Despite the remarkable charm of the wooden man, the atmosphere is still

What's your dream pizza, where is
it from and what's on it?

a little bland, though it is closer to a neighborhood

pizza place than Bertucci’s. Like Bertucci’s, the pizzas
take a while to cook, but this is because of the thick
crust and heavy toppings. The kitchen only produces
perfect pizzas with fresh ingredients and homemade
dough, so the wait is full of gleeful anticipation.
Pizzeria Uno Chicago Bar & Grill offers a more
varied menu than either Bertucci’s or Armand’s. At
Uno’s, ordering a non-pizza item is a more appetizing
possibility than at the other places, though pizza still
rules the house. Chicago-style thick crustis the base of
a number of specialty pizzas. With four cheeses and
five meats, pizza addicts can be pleased by whichever

“Papa John's pizza with Garlic Sauce.”
—AUDREY SPRINGER (COL ’02)
AND ALI SmiTH (MSB ’02)

of the pizzas they choose.

Tim LLEWELLYN

THE HOYA

Walking into the restaurant, diners are greeted by Sal, a big
wooden pizzaman, complete with
a silly checkered hat and curlycue mustache.

“Domino ’s pizza. Cheese withveggies.”
—GRISSEL MERCADO (SFS’02)
AND CATHERINE WISE (COL’02)

A thin-crust option appears on the menu, however
the crispy-on-the-outside, soft-on-the-inside thick
crust is a not-to-be missed treat. (In fact, it was

“Manny and Olga’s because it tastes so
much better tested on animals.”
—MARc Rucani (SFS ’02)

Pizzeria Uno that invented the deep-dish pizza
in 1943.) If everyone can’t decide on the
toppings, individual pizzas are available.
Service here is first-rate — the friendly
wait-staff and welcoming atmosphere make
the Uno’s dining experience pleasurable.
For the birthday boy or girl, a special
Uno’s party awaits: free dessert and a
rousing rendition of “Happy Birthday,”
sung by talented members of the staff.

Best Deals
For poor, starving college students, money is almost always a

concern when choosing where
to eat. Inevitably, a compromise between quality and
affordability must be reached.
When money is taken into con-

“Supreme from
Hold the olives.”

Manny

and Olga’s.

—PartTY GAFFNEY (MSB

’00)

sideration, most of the best
pizza in town is off-limits, and

‘the price of dining out is most
often more than Hoyas are willing to spare for a meal. But
there is hope for penny-pinching pizza lovers in D.C. — just
take caution when making this
decision. Not all compromises
are worth the lightened wallet
or the promise of fine cuisine
— a careful investigation will
yield several options toward a
happy medium.
Domino’s now has a student
special worth giving a chance.
With a student ID, Hoyas can purchase an extra-large cheese or onetopping pizza for the reasonable

price of $8.99. Although the rest of
the menu can be a bit pricey, this
special is sure to become a Georgetown
favorite.
Manny & Olga’s is literally giving
away pizza — a medium one-topping
pizza comes free with the purchase of a
large pizza — and offers several deals
such as 20 percent off any order over $20.

“Veggie pizza from Armand’s.”
:
—HELISE OWENS (MSB '01)

“Cheese pizza from Sharro’s.”
—EmiLy LAWRENCE (COL ’02)

But don’t be duped. This eatery lures unsuspecting

people

into its trap by giving

away free food, but the food isn’t even worth

looking for
a light
vegetable
pizzato ferocious carnivores
looking for a huge
pile of greasy meat.
Salads, pastas and sandwiches are also on the menu,

but the emphasis is clearly pizza.

a

nothing better than
piping-hot pie

rant wel fresh from the oven and served right to the
1ge defifithtime, money and an empty stomach, any
anenjoy the scrumptious delights these res-

Shave to offer.

Cei's is built around a brick oven, a device
e, themible for imparting a unique and delicious
ais the) each pizza. The menu offers an array of
ut theét pizzas, pleasing everyone from vegans

ARMAND'S
CHICAGO

New

in Georgetown, it is the worst deal in Georgetown, as

found atLa Vincita, the Hoya Court (a.k.a. Fast Break)

hot-spot, offering the densest slices in the district. Few
hunks of food can sit in the stomach with the terrible,
lead-like weight of a La Vincita slice, butevenat $1.99

Walking into the restaurant, diners are greeted by Sal,
a big wooden pizzaman, complete with a silly check-

a slice, it is still the cheapest slice on campus.

A Final Note
Friends, remember this: The role of the pizza orderer
cannot be taken lightly — it is a way of life. Take it
seriously, and do notrelent. One day there will be peace
on earth. There will be an end to poverty, war and
hunger. There will be the perfect pizza. But until then,
the future of pizza everywhere is in the hands of the
students of Georgetown. Be cautious, but tenacious.
And bon appetit!

THE Hova’s
Pizza MOVERS

BEsT DEAL

“Armand's deep dish pizza.”
—BEN JonEs (SFS 01)

Marriot charges a pound of flesh for each meal.
A slightly better deal and a slightly better pizza canbe

rolls for sharing while waiting for the
pizza. Brick oven pizza takes a little longer,
but it is worth the wait.
For lunch, there is no better place than Armand’s
Chicago Pizzeria. The all-you-can-eat pizza buffet
promises a perpetual supply of the thick-crusted pizza
that made the restaurant famous. Armand’s pizza is
among the most filling anywhere, so itis difficult to eat
more than afew slices and still be able to walk out of the
restaurant. Though the crust is light, the generous
portions of cheese and toppings turn each slice into a
meal. Patrons should make sure to stick with the thick
crust, though; the mediocre thin crust is a letdown.

“Pepperoni pizza from Papa's with extra loving.”
—CHRIs Navarro (COL °01)

South pizza buffet. Within 24 hours, even the

most steel-stomached of ‘Hoyas have wiped the greasy
smile off of their faces. Not only is this the worst pizza

Each table receives a basket of hot

P1zzEr1A

202.686.9450
14231

the little money it costs.
A half-step above Manny & Olga’s with comparable prices is Pizza Movers. This is no New York
pizzeria, but its fliers advertise some good deals.
Though the food is not worth the everyday prices,
their student specials can be a cheap way to fill a
growling, rebellious tummy. Save those fliers and
cut out those coupons for future hunger spells.
Many a freshman has been heard emitting highpitched squeals of delight at the first sighting of the

“Half veggie, half onion, tomato and
sausage pizza from Uno’s.”
—BETH HANSON (COL ’03),
MELissa ViLAIRE (COL °03),
AND EBELE ONYREMA (COL 03)

“Barbecue chicken cheese pizza from
California Pizza Kitchen.”
—RALEY RIVERA (COL ’02)
AND BERNADETTE THOMAS (COL '02)

202.333.9199

WISCONSIN AVE.
Compiled by Gillian Burgess.
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Farrelly Brothers Get Cutesy, Lose Disgusting Edge
There’s Something
About ‘Providence’
MOVIE,

From p. 1

encounter. In contrast, other Farrelly movies such as
“There’s Something About Mary” constantly threw me for
a comedic loop with the increasingly outrageous plot turns.

While the movie begins as a straight road trip down the
highway, it, like Dunphy, begins to hitchhike and veer off
down plot side roads that are never fleshed out or fully
resolved.

If there’s a major reason to check out “Outside Providence,” it’s the performances of the actors. With his clueless
grin, awkward posture, dazed demeanor and gruff tone,
Hatosy naturally imbibes the role of the lovable stoner who
possesses a good heart even if he lacks a bit of brains and
ambition. While the supporting players such as Smart
don’t really stand out or stink, Baldwin gives one of his
best performances in years. As a slightly embittered man
.who wants the best for his son but does not know how to
express his love or feelings, Baldwin plays both tough yet
concerned, clueless yet discerning, bitter yet hopeful, boorish yet pushing for his son’s refinement.
warning

to the moviegoer:

Don’t

go

into

“Outside

PHOTO COURTESY OF MIRAMAX FIL

DOWN THE ROAD AGAIN: Tim Dunphy (Shawn Hatosy) and Jane (Amy Smart) hitchhike from chilly Connecticut to sunny Florida in ‘Outside Providence’.

fapie
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‘In Too Deep’ Swims with Style =:

ire fru

Pixie Anne Pennwright
By RasHeEeD NEwsoN

Spokescritic * Animal Rights Activist © Handwriting Analyst

SpeciaL To THE Hoya

Portraying the cat-and-mouse games of police and drug
dealers, “In Too Deep” presents heightened reality for the hiphop set. Real drug lords and undercover cops aren’t this cool.
They aren’t as impeccably dressed. They aren’t as articulate
and witty. Therein, however, lies the allure of “In Too Deep”:
It imitates the hustle, while issuing a challenge: if “The

family saga “Soul Food” and carried her half of the romantic De
“Love Jones.” Unfortunately, Long is not allowed to spin hegood
around-the-way-girl magic for more than 10 minutes. A feyhat th
supporting characters get as much material to work with a An
Long, and some supporting characters are even more memo: Full(
rable. This leaves “In Too Deep” without the touch of arrive
woman.
oerfec
But that’s forgivable, if only because the film is so good
aPremi¢
Int

This acting turn won't win him an Os- fpr

Godfather” gave Mafia heads an example to follow, then “In

ore

Too Deep” provides a gritty guide for the Nino Browns of the

car nod, but it’ll probably boost LL’s sre

next millennium.

Omar Epps stars as the rookie undercover agent (Jeff Cole/
J. Reid) sent to infiltrate and topple an $11 million drug
kingdom in dreary Ohio. To do so, Epps must gain the trust of
the all-powerful God (LL Cool J). That’s no easy task. As to be
expected, God does one hell of a background check; several
other plants have been sniffed out or bailed out. The almighty
seems omniscient, but Epps passes through the gates and
slowly finds himself attached to what he is trained to destroy.
Thug life, it seems, is addictive.
Engaging and subtle, Epps is form-fitted for his role. He is
ferocious enough to be convincing as a rising drug lord. But
there is a palpable decency to Epps that makes him sympathetic
as a conflicted cop; even when he breaks the law. As he
displayed in 1992 in “Juice,” Epps is exceptional at blurring
the line between hero and hoodlum.

Playing the target of Epps’ police attention, LL Cool J is a
pleasant surprise. There are no traces of it in his roles in
“Halloween: H20” or “Deep Blue Sea,” but LL has talent. In
his hands, God is a charming, civic-minded, new father, who

Random notes

just happens to sell a ton of crack. Although it’s scary when LL
tortures another man with a pool stick, there’s no holding back
the smile when he talks to his baby. This acting turn won’t win
him an Oscar nod, but it’ll probably boost LL’s street credibility—just like playing a razor-carrying drug dealer did for the
late Tupac Shakurin “Above the Rim.” Will Smith should look
into it.
The film’s biggest flaw? Sexy Nia Long is billed as a
headliner, but she is woefully underused. Besides being visually appealing, Long is a proven actress. She balanced the

and rollicking

rhumbas ramble

ripe and

street credibility—just like playing a
razor-carrying drug dealer did for the
late Tupac Shakur in ‘Above the Rim.’
Will Smith should look into it.

foremi
ila
Rut
Ts.

3eorge
showing the games men play. Epps and LL interact welpotenti

together, and both manage to display the contradictions of theflt8u!
macho characters’ lives.
Voto
In one scene, Epps and LL are driving through the neighbor
hood talking philosophically about African American pride
LL gazes at his baby boy, who is strapped in a car seat. Epps
shares his dreams for the future. The men are sharing a tend
moment. Then they see a couple of people that owe then
money. LL transforms from father to drug lord and Epps goe
from cop to foot soldier. They beat the offending pair like
animals. Epps repeatedly smashes one character’s head onfd
the car window. There is an excellent shot of the scene from tht
impressionable baby’s point of view.
In the end, “In Too Deep” is a bit predictable, but along th
way it’s an exhilarating ride. The clothes, the slang, th
mannerisms and the tone are impressively tailored for th
inner-city crowd. And, though cops vs. criminals is the secon
oldest story in cinema (boy-meets-girl being the oldest),
Too Deep” doesn’t half step. In a similar fashion as “Do
Brasco,” “In Too Deep” is intense in its examination of wh
comes first: loyalty or law.

unbidden throug h the sweet 'n’ sour

soundtrack jungle

We’ ve been
booted out!
LOST OUR LEASE

Judge for ha

Capitol

Mercury

www.PopWall.com

Detroit Rock City

Teaching Mrs. Tingle

Soundtrack
Features “The Boys Are Back In Town” by Everclear

Soundtrack
Features “Tongue Tied” by Eve 6

Everything Must Go!
Dr. Martens, ART, Fornarina
Grinders, Le Freak, Rocket

Sale ends September 12, 1999.

Posters, bean
lava lamps &

bags,
more.

For on campus job call toll free
1-87-Popwall-1

Dog, & many more...

beotlegger...in Georgetown
Also available at

1420 Wisconsin Ave NW

musicland’
www.samgoody.com’

(202)333-0373
3
V

El

2%

A

Providence” expecting the stupid antics and whirlwind
zaniness of other Farrelly moments. The movie is a fairly
predictable coming-of-age story. Well-acted and fairly
well-written, “Outside Providence” presents a humorous
sentimental look at a simpler time, complete with friends,
first love, family problems—and of course drugs.
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CHART WATCH

1999

Taking A
Look Beyond

Quannum
Brings The

THE

EXPONENTIAL

HESE

GROWTH

WwW
tions like Britney Spears,
Ricky Martin and the Backstreet Boys, it would be easy to label the summer of 1999 as a
ribute to the teeny-bopper in all of us (admit it, your subconscious is singing along to “I
Want It That Way”).
In the face of the teen invasion, though, some old school acts rekindled their flames and
brought some elder fans back a few generations. Rock group Journey re-emerged, and
enjoyed a well-attended tour with Foreigner. Bad Company hooked back up, too, after a
lengthy separation, to bring some of their brew back to the music scene.
| The most notable reunion though was, without question, the tour-de-force that is Bruce
Springsteen and the E Street Band. The tour, still going strong, is significant both
usically and socially, because the Boss has always meant as much to America as he
does to American rock.

Classics like “Glory Days” and “Born in the USA” are on the surface good for the
country’s ego, but a thorough listen to the lyrics reveals a wounded and harried soul, rather
“han an inflated self-confidence. Springsteen has always, however subtly, reevaluated the
«itschy Americana with which he has always been associated. His tales of loneliness on
bleak, dark highway cut acutely to the point if you're really paying attention.
~ Word is that it’s a mostly adult crowd at the band’s sold-out concerts. That’s a shame,
because at the moment America’s youth — with everything from Columbine to Woodstock
'9 on its gleaming resume — could really benefit by way of the Boss’ road-tested gospel.

Don’t Call It A Comeback
A couple of hip-hop old-timers reloaded this summer, dusting off the 8-tracks to blast
e genre back a decade or so. Erick Sermon and Parrish Smith — a.k.a. EPMD — have been
aking dollars and dropping rhymes since the ’80s, but they seem to have run out of gas.
ir latest, and evidently last, contribution is “Out of Business.” It’s a double-CD effort,

1x Fupne of some new jams, the other a peek back at the dynamic duo’s last decade plus in the
ap game.
"he compilation is worth a listen, because when they
re really on point Sermon and Smith
ire true thyme technicians. Their lyrics sometimes push the envelope, such as this little ditty
rom 1997s “Back in Business”: “Lyrical mastermind genius, so don’t snooze/ No mission’s
ce
mpossible, ask Tom Cruise,” but street-hardened anthems have never been the group’s
X
ralling card anyway. Its mojo has always been makin’ cash, having always deferred to Nas
st al. for the high-minded gospel.
omantic Def Squad vets Redman and Keith Murray check in a whole lot, too. Remembering the
spin hegood old days helps ease the pain of the new disc, which reeks of repetition and proves
. A fewhat these two may have closed shop just in time.
with a Another pair of rap’s elder statesmen, Guru and DJ Premier of Gang Starr, just released
memo Full Clip: A Decade of Gang Starr,” a comprehensive look at the group’s work since they
ch of amived on the scene in 1989. The 32-track masterpiece captures the group’s essence
perfectly, displaying Guru as one of the industry’s wisest, most methodical wordsmiths and

good aPremier as its elite turntablist.
Inrecent interviews, the duo has insisted that the disc is not a stall tactic while they think

(s-

1psome new material. Even if it is, they’ve earned their rest. Since their debut album, “No
Viore Mr. Nice Guy,” the duo has established themselves as the best in the business. Guru
LL’S s street-wise and polished, an intellectual who’s not afraid to call em like he sees "em.
9
a remiere, even when working with top-flight DJs like Funkmaster Flex and Red Alert, has
8
llways come out as a legit trailblazer. Let’s hope the 2-CD set isn’t last call on Gang Starr’s

- the hilliance.

im. Rumor Has It

DAYS,

THE

TERM

1999

1. Backstreet Boys: Millennium
2.MaryJ. Bilge: Mary

3. Mobb Deep: Murda Muzik
4. Limp Bizkit: Significant Other

5. Britney Spears: ... Baby One More Time

‘‘HIP-HOP

revolution” has lost its redundancy and is quickly becoming
0Xymoronic.
The genre has become mainstream and popular, ushering in an era of bastardization and
dilution — a practice that makes it easier for the masses to digest. We’ve entered the era
of wack beats and monotone deliveries of ill-conceived rhymes. Most importantly,
innovation is such a rare occurrence. However, when something new happens to penetrate
the hip-hop bubble, it is quickly pounced upon — provided doing so would be a moneymaking venture — and copied ad nauseum. Cases in point: Dr. Dre and Tupac’s gangstathemes, Puffy’s penchant for sampling entire songs, Missy and Timbaland’s crazy sound.
(Incidentally, one could make the same “innovation complaint” about other genres, such
as alt-rock, R&B, country — just about every type of music categorized as popular music,
hence the frequently poor quality of Top 40 stuff. But anyway...)
This all brings me to my main point: Where Puffy is the cancer, Quannum is the cure, my
friends. You see, Quannum is a brain trust of sheer hip-hop genius. They are an underground
hip-hop collective that just recently put out a truly imaginative and banging compilation
disc called “Spectrum.” The former Solesides crew boasts a five-man core group of West
Coast marvels. Featuring dope producers, DJ Shadow and Chief Xcel, and three of the
tightest lyricists around — The Gift of Gab, Lateef the Truth Speaker and Lyrics Born — the
Quannum Projects crew blows my mind.
The disc, frankly, is awesome. Presented under the guise of a late-night radio show,
hosted by Mack B-Dog, “Spectrum” does its best to bust the hell out of your speakers right
from the start. The first track, “Concentration” is a rocking team-up of the Quannum MCs
with West Coast cohorts the Jurassic 5 that gets your head bobbing right off the bat. From
there, they move to spotlight “Blackalicious” (Gift of Gab and Xcel) on the next cut with their
equally bumping “One Of A Kind.” The triumph of the opening trio of songs is Latyrx’s
(Lyrics Born and Lateef) “Storm Warning.” By the time you reach track 3, it dawns on you
that the Quannum MCs are a lyrical force.
Gift of Gab seems the most straightforward rapper at first. But he soon reveals himself
to be a juggernaut — check his flow on “Jada’s Revenge,” one of the best songs on the
album. Then there’s the impressive and oh-so versatile duo of Lyrics Born and Lateef. LB
likes to sit on both sides of the
decks, producing a lot of stuff
for the album and also flexing his
lyrical might on the mic. In terms
of styles, he’s all over the map:
you've got the stunning flows
on the aforementioned “Storm
Warning,” but then there’s also
his funkdafied soulful turn on “I
Changed My Mind” — and don’t
forget the intentionally cheesy
but nevertheless cool “Hott
People.”
My personal favorite, though,
is Lateef. My man is so lyrically
good all they have to do is tell
him to “Release!” and he goes all
Voltron on your ass — switching
itup and flowing all rapid-fire. He’s
a self-styled “Brother Professor
— Fine Female-Student Undresser”
who can, as LB says, “chisel it in

with precision.” Soooo good.
And oh my God! The beats!
Xcel, and Lyrics Born all blowing it up so hardcore
MCs of the world need not fear though. Quannum
get big. That’s why I recommend them so highly.
tight as all hell.

HOTO COURTESY
OF QUANNUM PRODUCTIONS.

It's just preliminary buzz at this point, but word is that the four District colleges —
Seorgetown, American, George Washington and Catholic — are teaming up to bring a
(ot welotentially bumpin’ show to MCI Center in late October. The lineup tentatively boasts funk
oreneegl
S
George Clinton and a bigger name. Whoever that is, Clinton is always good for a solid
o-to-three hours of mind-enhancing beats. No tangible info yet, but keep your eyes peeled.

10 ALBUMS

Billboard Magazine, Se

Real Noise

Boy Bands
ITH

TOP

With Quannum you get DJ Shadow, Chief
with deliciously wicked tracks. The sucker
is so quality that there is no way that they’ll
These fellas are sure to keep it real and

6. Various Artists: Now 2

7. Ricky Martin: Ricky Martin
8. Soundtrack: Runaway Bride

9. Kid Rock: Devil WithoutA Cause
10. Santana: Supernatural

TOP

10 SINGLES

Billboard Magazine, September 3, 1999

1. **Bailamos,’’ Enrique Iglesias
2. ‘Genie In A Bottle,”’ Christina Aguilera

3.‘SummerGirls,”’ LFO
4. ““Unpretty,”’ TLC

5. <‘All Star,”’ Smash Mouth
6. “Bills, Bills, Bills,”’ Destiny’s Child

7. “Where My Girls At2,” 702
8. ““Smooth,’’ Santana Featuring Rob

9. “If You Had My Love,” Jennifer Lopez
10. ‘‘Someday,’’ Sugar Ray

THIS

DATE

IN 1994

Billboard Magazine, September 3, 1994

1. Soundtrack: The Lion King
2. Soundtrack: Forrest Gump
3. Ace of Base: The Sign
4. Stone Temple Pilots: Purple
5, Green Day: Dookie

:

6. Counting Crows: Angus & Everything After

7. Warren G: Regulate
8. Candlebox: Candlebox
9, Neil Young With Crazy Horse: Sleeps With Angels
10. The Offspring: Smash

Billboard Magazine, Serteaited, 1999
1 Puff Daddy: Forever
2 Mary J. Bilge: Mary

3. Noreaga: Melvin Flynt — Da Hustler
4. Mobb Deep: Murda Muzik

5 Juvenile: 400 Degreez

With D.C. Concert,

Springsteen, Band
Relive ‘Glory Days’
SPRINGSTEEN,

rrom p. 1G

Despite not having toured for more than 10 years, the
E Street Band members were anything but rusty, living
up to their reputation as one of the strongest ensembles
inrock. The guitar-piano-horn combination that marked
Springsteen’s early sound shone through on the night’s
many long jams and especially on such classics as
“Backstreets” and “Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out,” which

featured an extended two-minute intro.

Constitution Hall 18th & D

NW 202.6284780
riday: Patti Labelle; C

)

oney Tn Chee 1

10475 Little Patuxent Parkyay, .
Columbia 301.952.1800
Thursday: Jiimmy Buffet & The
Coral Reefer Band

Despite not having toured for more
than 10 years, the E Street Band members were anything but rusty, living up
fo their reputation as one of the strongest ensembles in rock.
The crowd responded by cheering wildly during the
boss’s preacher-style band introduction and each of
Clemons’ many solos. Springsteen and the band, in turn,
acknowledged the crowd with frequent trips to the rear
of the stage, where about a fourth of the audience was
sitting — not that there was a bad seat in the house.
Springsteen also darted across the front of the stage on
many tracks, occasionally mounting Bittan’s piano or
holding up the microphone to the hear the crowd sing
— as he did on the popular “Hungry Heart.”
But in an evening marked by numerous highlights,
Springsteen saved the best for last. During the second
encore, all 20,000 fans joined the band in singing an
explosive version Springsteen’s 1975 anthem “Born to
Run” at the top of their lungs.
Afterward, Springsteen led the audience the only
place he could: down the dusty Jersey-shore highways
and past the burned-out Chevrolets of “Thunder Road.”
He then calmed the audience down with two slower
tracks before bringing to a close an evening of pure rock
and roll bliss.

8 p.m. $23-$51.
«

erriweather Post Pavilion,

The Real Boss.
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9. Made Men: Classic Limited Edition
10. Destiny’s Child: The Writing’s On The Wall

TOP

10 COUNTRY

ALBUMS

Billboard Magazine, September 3, 1999

1. Shania Twain: Come On Over
2. Dixie Chicks: Wide Open Spaces
3. Lonestar: Lonely Grill
4. Tim McGraw: A Place In The Sun
5. Clay Walker: Live, Laugh, Love

:

6. L. Ronstadt & E. Harris: Western Wall/The Tucson Sessions
7. Bryan White: How Lucky I Am
8. Jo Dee Messina: I'm Alright
9. Alison Krauss: Forget About It
10. Shedaisy: The Whole Shebang

TOP 10 INTERNET ALBUM

SALES

Billboard Magazine, September 3, 1999

1. Santana: Supernatural
2. Christina Aguilera: Christine Aguilera

3. Backstreet Boys: Millennium a
4. Sarah McLachlan: Mirrorball

5. The Moody Blues: Strange Times
6. Limp Bizkit: Significant Other
7. Red Hot Chili Peppers: Californication
8. Smash Mouth: Astro Longe

9. MaryJ. Bilge: Mary
10. Eric Clapton: Blues

THIS DATE

IN 1989

Billboard Magazine, September 3, 1989
1.New Kids On The Block: Hangin’ Tough
2. Richard Marx: Repeat Offender

4 Milli Vanilli: Girl You Know It’s True
5. Prince Symbol: Soundtrack: Batman

7. Skid Row: Skid Row

~ Thursday: Bonnie Raitt; Jackson
Browne; Shawn Colvin; Bruce

8. Lil’ Troy: Sittin’ Fat Down South

6. Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever

301.982.1800

~ Homsby; David Lindley
7 p.m. $25-845.

7 Various Artists: Violator The Album

3. Paula Abdul: Forever Your Girl

0475 Little Patuxent Parkway,
Columbia.

6. Hot Boys: Guerilla Warfare

THE GUIDE.

8. Gloria Estefan: Cuts Both Ways
9. Don Henley: The End Of The Innocence

10. Fine Young Cannibals: The Raw & The Cooked
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FRIPRAY
For all you “Hunt for Red October” fans, “Propaganda and
Dreams: Photographing the 1930s in the USSR and the U.S.,”
is a must-see at the Corcoran Gallery of Art. The exhibit
features glimpses of the Cold War through 200 photographs
by Soviet and American artists including Max Alpert, Viktor
Bulla, and Dorothea Lange. The similarities between U.S.
and Soviet propaganda tactics may change your mind about
just where Big Brother lived during the Cold War. Don’t
worry if you have plans this Labor Day — it’s open
through Oct. 3.
The Corcoran Gallery of Art is located at 17th & New
York Ave., NW. Hours: Wednesday & Friday-Monday, 10
a.m.-5 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Call 202.639.1700
for information.
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SAYURDAY
York Ave., NW.

Hours:

Wednesday

& Friday-Monday,

—

Also of note coming to the Corcoran is an exhibit by one
of the premier modern pop artists. “Roy Lichtenstein: Sculpture and Drawings,” features 100 sculptures and 50 drawings by the American artist famous for his comic-book-style
art. It’s a great opportunity to see what all the hub-bub is
about one of the more controversial, avant-garde, yet popular American artist of the 20th century. It’s open through
Sept. 27.
The Corcoran Gallery of Art is located at 17th St. & New
10

a.m.-5 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Call 202.639.1700
for

information.

SUNDRY
Do not miss the National Symphony Orchestra’s Labor
Day Weekend Concert tonight at 8 p.m. at the East End of
the Mall. Guest conductor Anthony Aibel brings out the
NSO for a furious and free program full of tremendous music,
blending patriotic tunes, erstwhile classic and a touch of Scifi. The program includes “America the Beautiful”; John
Philip Sousa’s “Washington Post” and “The Stars and
Stripes Forever”; Aaron Copland’s “Outdoor Overture”;
Morton Gould’s “Yankee Doodle”; Nikolai RimskyKorsakov’s “The Flight of the Bumblebee” and, most importantly, John Williams’s “Star Wars Theme” and “Imperial
March.”
Call 202.467.4600 for more information.

M@NDAY

The Afghan Whigs, the best thing to come out of Cincinnati since Larry Flynt, hit D.C. to play at the 9:30 Club. These
grandpappies of grunge had a few tracks on the top 40
stations a few years back, back when many younger Hoyas
were still in junior high. Still, they re a must-see for the plaidshirt, angst-ridden crowd. And if you have no angst, maybe
it’s about time you got some. You know, for the millennium.
Trust us: Angst will be in style for the next thousand years.
The humorously onomatopoeic Jig-a-boo open.
The 9:30 club is located at 815 V St. NW near the U StreetCardozo Metro Stop.
Tickets are available through
Ticketmaster.
For information call 202.432.SEAT.
RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN 722 Hoy

IN THE EYES OF THE BEHOLDERS: The dynamite sculptures recently installed at the National Gallery excite some while dumbfounding others. Regardless of prior opinions
on modern art, this collection is worth checking out for yourself first hand.

For information call 800.955.5566.

Performances run Tuesday through Saturday,
Sunday, 2:00 and 7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.;

Ijustcan’tunderstand the frenzy. Two thriller flicks,
oneriding its brilliant marketing campaign and the other
on its brilliant final minutes, have left discerning mov-

Head down to the National Gallery of Art this week while
the weather is still good to check out the newly installed
sculpture garden.Funky, thought provoking and altogether
modern, the collection is a fantastic contrast to the Neoclassical buildings which surround it. Despite the blank
stares some pieces have garnered from some museum goers,
THE Hoya office fully endorses it. It is sure to be worth the
trek down to the Mall. Strolling past the statues is a great way
to spend your afternoon.

THIRSDAY
or Junior

Kimbrough,

but

his

More believable was the expensive practical joke the

sound

did much more to bridge the gap between southern blues
and Rock ‘n’ Roll.
The Wolf Trap is located at 1551 Trap Rd, Vienna, VA.
Call

703.255.1900

for

more

information.

iegoers blind to their cunning. Or has Horror Hollywood
jaded us to the point where the slightest bit of originality
sends us rushing to the box office?
“The Blair Witch Project” and “The Sixth Sense” have
audiences spouting their respective filmmakers’ genius, and the films’ grosses certainly reflect it—each has
over $125 million to brag about. But have they taken
thrillers to a new level? No. They both know their
gimmicks.
“The Blair Witch Project” has to thank just its marketing team for the bulk of its success. By wickedly blurring
the lines between illusion and reality, they had everyone wondering which witch was which. Without this
bewilderment, the concept could never have taken off.
The camera can shake and the actress can cry, but if the
audience thinks it’s scripted, it’s useless.

If you dig the blues, then you best make your way over
to the Wolf Trap at 6 p.m. for the Blues Festival '99
Featuring B.B. King, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and Tower
of Power. B.B. King’s urban, electric blues may be much
different the raw, Oxford, Mississippi sound of bluesmen
Burnside

By MELissA ANELLI
Hora STAFF WRITER

WEDNESDAD

like RL

Summer Suspense Flicks Short on Substance

movie actually was, where the actors themselves didn’t
know the plot. Knowing this, however, made the entire

thing seem like watching lab rats run a maze.
We the audience might as well have been rats in that
maze. It was up to us to fill the holes the directors
punched into the story. The film trusted that we had
gory enough minds to create horrible realities to explain
the situation. And did we? Oh yes. We imagined and
machinated, we gossiped the “Blair” rumors, we visited

the now-legendary website — we spooked ourselves
into thinking the Blair Witch was hiding outside our

“The Blair Witch Project” has to
thank just its marketing team for the
bulk of its success. By wickedly
blurring the lines between illusion and
reality, they had everyone wondering
which witch was which.
window.
Why did we eatit up this way? It’s simple: we wanted
to. We wanted to believe it was real. After the “Nightmare on Elm Street”’s and “Scream”’s, a movie finally
came along that didn’t promise beautiful people, the
triumph of the good guys and a guaranteed sequel. “The
Blair Witch Project’s” art of confusion dug horror lovers
out of a rut.
Now let’s cut to the kid who sees dead people.
“The Sixth Sense” traps its rats in a much different
way. We have all the information — we just don’t know
it. It takes at least half of the movie for the audience to
discover what it already knew through 30-second television spots and 15 minutes to resolve the problem. Sound
boring enough? Not yet. Add a gushy denouement to
the mix. But wait, there’s more. Take the last three
minutes of the movie and give ita thrilling twist, the kind
that could have juiced up the rest of the bore, and all of
a sudden the movie is hailed as outstandingly original
and exciting.
The ending is all the film has going for it, with the
exception of an underrated (yes, Bruce Willis included)

cast. There’s nothing to think about, nothing to imagine
for most of the movie. Ittries to scare with what it shows,
not with what it suggests. By the time it’s obvious that
there is something more to it, something to ponder, the
movie's over. I guess getting us thinking on the way out
is better than not getting us thinking at all.
So what’s the appeal? Is it our constant fascination
with ghosts rearing their supernatural heads? “The Blair
Witch Project” had the ghosts and the campfire. In fact,
the film itself is marshmallow-toaster.

However, the ex-

pensive and unimpressive “The Haunting,” with phantoms leaking out of every corner, received much less than
favorable responses.

Still, audiences,

so starved for a

good thrill, flocked to it despite the negative word-ofmouth, and the film has raked in over $88 million thus far.
We'll just pretend Catherine Zeta Jones’ miniskirts-and
bisexual banter had nothing to do with that.
I have an idea. Let’s reshoot “The Haunting.” Let’s
take away the script and give the actors a video camera,
plot points and a scary old house to explore (one that we,
of course, control). Let’s take the footage of them running around the creepy hallways, getting lost in its
endless rooms and almost insane and put it on the big

screen. Don’t forget a website that tells people about the.

four intrepid explorers who entered the house and were
never heard from again. Don’t forget interviews with
their friends and relatives who are grieving their loss, and
by all means, don’t forget the legend of the haunted
house. When the public can’t quite figure out what to
believe, release the movie.

Would people rave about this dressed-up flop?

course.
you....

Of

Confuse an audience enough and they’ll hail

-T

Run Dr., Arlington, VA.

RRA
AND SO IT GOES ...

10

“Todd,” Stephen Sondheim’s surprise Broadway hit musical about a murderous barber, opens tonight at the Signature Theater. Eric Schaeffer directs and Donna Migliaccio
stars in the play, which runs through Oct. 31.
The Signature Theatre is located at 3806 S Four Mile
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